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A bstract
A quantitative analysis of spin-orbit and alignment effects for nucleon knock­
out reactions, in the formalism of the Transfer to the Continuum model, is pre­
sented. Our choice of the neutron-target and core-target interactions is based 
on microscopic interactions and comparison with nucleus-nucleus and nucleon- 
nucleus scattering data. The sensitivity of one nucleon knoclcout cross-sections 
to these interactions is studied, and calculations are presented in an improved 
numerical approach. Our results show a strong sensitivity to the range of the 
core-target interaction, th a t could be significant in the calculation of single par­
ticle integrated cross-sections and spectroscopic factors. The effect of the spin- 
orbit interaction is shown to be of no importance. In addition, the analytical 
approximations carried out in the literature of the TC model are proved to work 
satisfactorily.
The problem of the effect of alignment in the projectile angular momentum on 
the cross-section is then addressed. We establish the formalism of the calculation 
of analysing powers in nucleon knockout reactions in the TC model, and discuss 
several test cases. We show tha t analysing powers can reach large values. This 
could produce sizeable effects in the cross-section if the incident beam is polarized. 
Our results suggest tha t analysing powers could be used as spectroscopic tools. 
Moreover, polarization observables show in general very little sensitivity to input 
parameters. As an application of this formalism, we consider the case of the 
fragment being left in an excited state, and calculate the angular distribution 
of the associated 7 -radiation. In agreement with previous results, we show the 
potential utility of this angular distribution in spectroscopic studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Exotic nuclei and spectroscopy are problems upon which a significant number 
of experimental and theoretical studies are focused [1, 2]. Several facilities around 
the world are increasingly capable of conducting experiments in regions far away 
from stability, where nuclei are very short-lived. There are many results tha t 
verify tha t the shell structure close to  the drip lines is not the same as in the 
stability region [3]. Moreover, the field has discovered the phenomenon of halo 
nuclei, whose weakly bound character allows one or two nucleons to spend most 
of their time outside the range of their binding potentials. These phenomena 
need to be fully understood.
Prom the theory point of view, essential features to study in this field are those 
related to the single particle structure of the nucleus. These can be tested by 
single nucleon knockout reactions, which are direct reaction processes consisting 
in the removal of one nucleon from a projectile beam by collision with a target at 
intermediate energy [4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 ]. In these reactions the overlap function between 
the projectile and residue bound initial and final states can be written as [9, 10]
0 (r )  =  (1.1)
Here A is the number of nucleons in the projectile nucleus, and are the 
final and initial many-body wave functions, respectively, and r  is the coordinate of
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the removed nucleon. This overlap is a quantity tha t depends upon the structure 
of the projectile and residual nuclei. On the other hand, O is a function of r, 
th a t can be written as a linear combination of a set of single particle states, ‘0 ,^ 
as,
O(r) =  ^ C j 0 j, (1 .2 )
3
where j  includes all the quantum numbers tha t label the single particle states. 
The spectroscopic factor, Sj ,  associated with a single particle state labelled j ,  is 
defined as [9, 10]
^3 ~  IgP- (1-3)
To make a connection between this quantity and the results of experiment in 
reactions with exotic beams, the cross-section can be written as [4]
o f ” =  S j a f .  (1.4)
Here is the measured cross-section, and is the single particle cross-section, 
i.e. the cross-section tha t would be measured if the removed nucleon were bound 
in the normalised single particle state 'ifj. In this way, according to eq. 1.4, the 
experimental result can be decomposed into a structure part and a reaction part. 
The structure information is contained in the spectroscopic factor Sj ,  whereas 
the reaction mechanism gives the single particle cross-section Therefore, 
the ratio between the measured cross-section and the single particle cross-section 
provides us with the “experimental” spectroscopic factor, tha t can be compared 
to the value provided by structure theory.
Concerning this structure calculation, tha t is not addressed in this work, 
let us just mention tha t it can be carried out, for example, within the shell- 
model formalism [7]. In some cases the structure model includes assumptions 
tha t may simplify the calculation by including only a few terms in the sum of 
eq. 1.2. For instance, one may assume tha t is in a closed-shell configura­
tion (0 s i/2)'^(0p3/2)^(0p i/2)  ^ [10]. Therefore, in the only single particle state
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considered would be 0 ^5/2 , tha t yields a value of 1 for the spectroscopic factor 
associated to this state.
Moreover, the parallel momentum distribution of the heavy fragments has 
been shown to be a powerful tool in spectroscopy of rare isotopes, since they are 
closely related to the momentum distribution of the nucleon and residue in the 
initial state [11]. The shapes of these distributions are very sensitive to angu­
lar momentum and nucleon separation energy. More exactly, a high separation 
energy gives a broader momentum distribution, while less angular momentum 
produces narrower ones. This sensitivity helps to identify the quantum numbers 
and/or the nucleon separation energy of the single particle state.
The aim of this thesis is to discuss one of the reaction models tha t can be 
used to determine the single particle cross-sections of eq. 1.4, and to predict the 
momentum distribution of the heavy fragments. Reaction models assume approx­
imate structure information on the projectile and make approximations about the 
reaction mechanism and dynamics. Their predictions are then compared to ex­
periment, helping to identify both quantum numbers and occupancy of occupied 
single particle levels. Two of the more commonly used reaction models are:
a) Glauber theory [1 2 ], a non-perturbative approach. In this formalism the 
heavy fragment is assumed to follow a straight line path (eikonal approximation) 
[13, 14, 15]. In addition, the projectile-target motion is considered to be much 
faster than the internal motion of the projectile, so tha t the internal degrees of 
freedom of the projectile are “frozen” during the collision (adiabatic approxima­
tion) [16, 17].
b) Continuum Discretized Coupled Channels (CDCC) calculations, a quan­
tum  mechanical model th a t takes full account of the three body dynamics [18, 19].
They both have strengths and weaknesses. Glauber theory has been shown 
to work accurately in many cases, but it does not allow us easily to include the 
effect of the spin-orbit interaction between the removed particle and the target. 
Besides, in Glauber formalism, the nucleon-target interactions are calculated at
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a fixed energy. The CDCC is the most realistic model but it only allows us to 
calculate tha t part of the cross-section due to diffractive breakup (discussed later). 
It has been shown [15, 11] tha t in many cases this contribution is not the most 
important.
W ith the purpose of studying how the spin-orbit interaction affects the cross- 
section and the momentum distribution, in this work we have undertaken the 
study of nucleon knockout reactions within the formalism of the Transfer to the 
Continuum (TC) model, tha t will be discussed in detail. We mention in advance 
tha t this model is based on a DWBA approach originally developed for transfer 
reactions [20, 21, 22] and then extended to the study of breakup [23], treated 
as transfer to a continuum state of the nucleon-target system. In this formalism 
both the spin-orbit contribution of the neutron-target interaction and its energy- 
dependent character can be incorporated, allowing us to assess the effects of these 
features.
In particular, when the momentum distribution of the fragments is measured, 
in some cases asymmetry around beam velocity has been observed [24, 8 , 5]. 
This shape cannot be reproduced by the Clauber theory, whereas CDCC, for the 
diffractive part, does describe it in selected halo nucleus cases [5]. It has been 
shown [25] tha t the TC model also predicts an asymmetry. In this work some ef­
fort is devoted to explain the origins of this phenomenon within the TC formalism.
Another topic addressed in some detail in this work is the effect of spin po­
larization of the projectile and residual nucleus. We address how it can affect 
and extend the experimental observables available. There are two main reasons 
to study this problem:
a) It is possible tha t the incoming fragmentation beams are initially polarized, 
i.e. have a non-random orientation of the angular momenta of the projectiles. 
This has been reported to happen under certain circumstances in fragmentation 
reactions [26, 27, 28]. If the calculation of the single particle cross-section is
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carried out without including this effect, differences arise, as will be discussed. 
It is therefore essential to know the importance of polarization effects on the 
cross-section calculation.
b) It will be shown how, after the knockout process, the fragments are also in 
general strongly polarized, and this polarization can be predicted. The angular 
distributions of the 7 -rays emitted by the excited fragments can be calculated and 
measured [29, 30]. They are shown to suggest an important tool in level assign­
ments since such angular distributions depend strongly on the angular momentum 
of the states involved. Furthermore, these results could be used to calculate the 
polarization of “tertiary” beams.
The TC model was applied to polarization phenomena in transfer reactions 
in reference [31]. In this work th a t study is extended to breakup reactions, whose 
polarization effects have been discussed only very approximately within Clauber 
theory [14, 32].
This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 the general formalism and 
the main assumptions of the TC model are reviewed. The theoretical ingredients 
of the calculation are studied in Chapter 3. This includes the core-target inter­
action and the neutron-target interaction (both central and spin-orbit terms). 
All will be carefully chosen and tested. In Chapter 4 these interactions are used 
to calculate one neutron knockout cross-sections and momentum distributions 
within the TC model. A numerical treatm ent of the cross-section that is more 
accurate than tha t so far used is carried out. The effect of the neutron-target 
spin-orbit interaction is also discussed. Chapter 5 applies the TC model to the 
calculation of analysing powers. Finally, in Chapter 6  populations of core sub­
states are addressed, and some predictions for 7 -ray angular distributions are 
presented. Conclusions and suggestions for further work are presented in Chap­
ter 7.
Chapter 2
R eview  of the TC m odel
In this chapter the formalism of the Transfer-to-the-Continmim model for 
one-neutron knockout reactions is reviewed. The general idea and expected re­
sults are first shown schematically in a simple model. Then the origin of the 
theory based on a semiclassical, spin-independent treatm ent of transfer reactions 
involving heavy nuclei is discussed, and how the same treatm ent can be applied 
to breakup processes as a natural extension of transfer. Explicit expressions for 
the cross-section, th a t will be calculated in Chapter 4, are derived. Next the 
kinematic framework is stated. Intrinsic spin of the particles is then included 
in the formalism and a general expression for the cross-section is given. Finally 
processes where the target becomes excited are taken into account.
2.1 Prelim inary considerations
In order to illustrate, in a simple model, how an energy-dependent interaction 
can give rise to an asymmetric profile for momentum distributions, the case of a 
structureless particle approaching a black-disc-like target with wave number ki, 
parallel to z-axis, will be considered. In this picture the 5-matrix, tha t describes 
the scattering between the particle and the target, does not depend explicitly on 
energy but only on impact parameter d, S{k, d) = S{d). A partial waves analysis
6
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can be carried out by considering th a t the impact parameter at which the S- 
m atrix must be calculated is given by the semiclassical relationship kid  ^+ 1 / 2 , 
where ki is the initial wave number of the incident particle, related to Ei, the 
kinetic energy in the reference frame where the centre of mass of the two bodies
is at rest, by h  =  ■\/2mEi/?i. m  is the particle-target reduced mass. The angle- 
integrated absorption cross-section is thus
'” = - s E ( 2 i + i )  ( i - i w u r ) -  (2 .1 )I
In this situation there is no point in wondering about momentum distributions 
of the particles because all of them collide with the target at the same energy Ei. 
This allows us to write the cross-section as
cr — y ~  J  ~  (2 .2 )
where the parallel momentum distribution is proportional to a Dirac delta ô{kz — 
ki). Here, for each partial wave, the quantity 1 — \Si{l/kz)\‘^ can be interpreted 
as the probability th a t a certain kz produces absorption, whereas 6{kz — ki) is 
the probability to find the projectile with certain wave number kz initially. The 
product of these two probabilities is thus the probability for a process where a 
projectile with an initial wave number kz is absorbed. Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic 
representation of these two functions plotted against the wave number in the 
centre of mass reference frame. Each of the Si terms steps in a value of kz for 
which l/kz  equals the radius of the target.
Let us now consider tha t the incident particle is very weakly bound to a core 
which does not interact with the target, and whose only role is to deliver the 
particle and to provide it with a velocity distribution. The probability to find 
the particle with a certain velocity component is not 6{kz — h )  now but (f>{kz — h),  
result of
f { k z  -  k i )  =  J  d k x  d k y  |'0 (/cæ, k y ,  k z  -  k i ) \ ‘^  (2.3)
CHAPTER 2. R E V IE W  OF THE TC  MODEL
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Figure 2 .1 : Sketch of the profile of the functions entering eq. 2 .2 . Red curves are 
1 — for several I, whereas the green one represents the Dirac delta function 
6{kz — ki).
where ijj represents the core-particle bound state wave function in momentum 
space, with normalization
d k x  d k y  d k z \ i p { k x ,  /Cy, =  1. (2.4)
Hence, what was a Dirac delta before becomes wider, as sketched in Fig. 2.2. 
The cross-section is now given by 
da
( T - / dk,-£  =  I  '£{21 +  1 )  ( 1  -  \Si{l/h)\^) ckih -  fci).
therefore
~  +  1) (1 — |<5'^ (Z//Cg)p) (p{kz — ki), (2.5)
One of the features of eq. 2.5 is tha t it contains factors tha t are asymmetric 
in kz, and thus gives an asymmetric profile of the cross-section as a function of 
the parallel momentum of the neutron in the projectile. Those partial waves 
whose step is close to the ki will contribute strongly to the asymmetry. Eq. 2.5 
(with and additional dependence on core-target impact parameter) was obtained
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in [33] as a limit of the TC model when an eikonal wave function for the system 
is introduced. The fact tha t the breakup of weakly bound systems looks like 
one-body scattering has been pointed out before [34, 35]. This treatm ent of the 
interaction is based on a relationship between initial parallel momentum and 
particle-target energy, which is a possible explanation for the asymmetric shapes 
observed experimentally.
|2
k:k
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the profile of the functions involved in eq. 2.5. The S- 
matrix terms are the same as those of Pig. 2.1. The initial state momentum 
distribution (j){kz — ki) replaces Dirac’s delta function.
The only requirement in the derivation of eq. 2.5 is th a t the projectile centre 
of mass follows a straight line path with constant velocity. These approximations 
are similar the so-called spectator core [36] and eikonal [12] assumptions.
In the sections below the formalism of the TC model for knockout reactions 
is summarised. The model was built on the semiclassical, DWBA formalism 
for transfer reactions tha t is also reviewed. Its original spirit was to carry the 
analytics as far as possible, even if some approximations must be made. In this 
work analytical reduction is sacrificed for the sake of numerical accuracy, which 
enables us to check the validity of some pre-existing assumptions.
2.2 Sem iclassical approach to transfer
As stated'above, a semiclassical model was originally developed for the un-
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Nucleon
Core
Tai-get
Figure 2.3: Bodies and coordinates entering the DWBA expression eq. 2.6.
derstanding and prediction of observables in transfer reactions between heavy 
nuclei [37, 2 0 ]. The Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) [38, 39] pro­
vides an expression for the transition amplitude of the process which is, written 
schematically,
Tfi =  J  dr3driX^'^*{r3)ipl{i\)AVipi{r2)Xi^\r4).  (2.6)
Here the <p's are the wave functions tha t describe the initial and final states 
of the transferred particle, both of them bound states, and %'s are distorted 
waves representing the relative motion of the two nuclei in the initial and final 
states [2 0 ]. In Fig. 2.3 the coordinates involved are shown. A Y  is the potential 
responsible for the transition and will be discussed later. In this way the transfer 
cross-section can be expressed as [2 1 ]
Here Zi, /2> and m 2  are the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers 
of the transferred particle in the initial and final states in the usual notation 
(intrinsic angular momenta have been ignored), ybi and are the particle-core
and particle-target reduced masses. The notation I = \ / 2  ^+  1 , tha t will be 
kept hereafter, has been introduced, and K  is the wave number related to the
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projectile-target motion. Ti^mii2 m2 (P') is the transfer amplitude that, when using 
WKB approximations for the %’s and the semiclassical orbit concept [20], can be 
written as
(2.8)
L
where U denotes the scattering angles of the deflected core, L  is the relative 
angular momentum between the core and the target and is the core-target 
phase-shift, the sum of nuclear and Coulomb scattering phase-shifts. Finally, A  
is a semiclassical transfer amplitude whose main feature is tha t the core degrees of 
freedom enter only through the quantum number L  and not through any angular 
dependence or other variable. This allows one to calculate the transfer process 
involving only the transferred particle degrees of freedom. The calculation will 
be performed in the following section. The explicit expression for A  is [2 1 ]
r 1^hmil2m2 ^  ^  (2.9)
where is the wave function of the particle in the initial state, i.e. the bound- 
state solution of the Schrodinger equation th a t describes the transferred particle 
and the core. Similarly represents the final state.
To obtain an expression for the angle-integrated cross-section, the object of 
our study, an integration over all directions Q must be carried out,
The sum over partial waves given by L  will now be transformed into an integral 
over impact parameter. This is the core-target impact parameter in terms of 
which the amplitude A  will be calculated later (Fig. 2.5). In order to do such a 
transformation we use the well-known relationships [38]
|L|^ =  T(T 4-1)^^ =  |r X p|^ =  |rp sin a |^  =  fj,%v^{r sin (2.11)
where fict is the core-target reduced mass, v is their relative velocity and b is the
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impact parameter. Therefore the transformation is
y ; ( 2 L +  1 ) ^  /  ^ ^ 2 % b d b .  (2 .1 2 )
Thus
where Pei is the 6-dependent version of It represents the core survival
probability and will be conveniently parametrised later on. Since (ict^/h = K  the 
cross-section can be written
/ % d ü  = ^  f  2M b  p,,(b) j :/^/ mim2
= { ^  [ d h  P,i{b)P,,i,{b). (2.14)I l f  J
Here Pzp2 (^) is the probability for the transferred particle to go from an initial 
state characterised by li to a final state with I2  for a fixed impact parameter 6 . 
The semiclassical well-known result [40]
I ^ d ü  = ^  f  dhPa{b)Pulb)  (2.15)
is obtained. The expression for the probability amplitude eq. 2.9 can be obtained 
in the way discussed in Section 2.3 and then inserted in eq. 2.15. This is how the 
cross-section was originally developed. However, in this work the whole amplitude 
will be obtained from eq. 2.8. The reason for this is tha t when the m atter of 
analysing powers is addressed in Chapter 5 a global amplitude, in the sense of 
including all core and nucleon degrees of freedom, is required. Although in the 
end, since the transfer probability amplitude is obtained in terms of core-tar get 
impact parameter rather than partial waves L, a transformation to the impact 
parameter representation is made to calculate one-nucleon transfer or knockout 
cross-sections.
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Nucleon
Core
Target
Figure 2.4: Coordinates entering the three-body Schrodinger equation 2.16.
2.3 The sem iclassical probability am plitude
The expression for the semiclassical probability amplitude can be obtained by 
making assumptions on the motion of the core. In this section this derivation is 
carried out and then the probability amplitude is calculated explicitly.
The general time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the system of Fig. 2.4
is
Tc, Yt) +  Vcn{Yc ~  I'n) +  “  Yt) +  Vct{Yc -  I'c, I’t , t)
= ih^^{Y n ,Y c ,Y t ,t) . (2.16)
Here I'c, I'n and are defined by Fig. 2.4. T'  is the three-body kinetic energy 
operator,
T"(r^,rc,rt) =  - (2.17)
2 mc 2 m 2rrit
where m ^ m  and nit are the masses of core, transferred particle and target, 
respectively. Finally, Yen represents the interaction between the core and the 
transferred particle, and Vnt, between the target and the transferred particle. 
Around the distance of closest approach, the problem is simplified in the following 
way: the masses of the core and the target are assumed to be much bigger than 
tha t of the transferred particle. In this sense the projectile is identified with the
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Nucleon
Core,
Target
Figure 2.5: Fixing the track of the core. The core trajectory is approximated by 
a straight line.
core from the point of view of the centre of mass. Besides, the core follows a 
straight line trajectory with constant velocity. Therefore the transfer between 
the core and target nuclei has been transformed into a problem where there is 
a particle tha t feels the effect of two potentials in motion with respect to one 
another [37]. A reference frame fixed in the lab and with the z-axis pointing in 
the incident beam direction is used (Fig. 2.5). The transfer process is therefore 
assumed to happen in a small region along the core trajectory, just around the 
distance of closest approach, and inside this region the trajectory is approximated 
by a straight line. In practice, for the beam energies discussed here, the distance of 
closest approach can be identified with the impact parameter, since the Coulomb 
interaction between core and target is not big enough to significantly modify the 
trajectory [2 2 ].
In this approach, eq. 2.16 can be approximated by
d(T  +  + K ,(R (i)  +  r ') )»  = (2.18)
The kinetic energy operator is just T  = — 7iV^/2m now. Fig. 2.5 sketches the 
situation under these assumptions. The reference frame is now centered at the 
target. R (t) =  v t and r  =  R (i) +  r', introducing the time-dependence in the
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Schrodinger equation. “Rails” are put in the track of the core (Fig. 2.5). This 
approximation is better at high incident energies and has been widely used in the 
literature [2 1 , 2 2 ],
In the initial state t —oo the neutron is bound to the core by the potential
Vcn, and thus governed by
(t " +  (2.19)
Here T" = —h'Vl/2m. In the final state t  —> oo the only relevant potential is 
assumed to be the one between the neutron and the target Vnt
(T +  T /„ t(r )) |« '/)= tt^ |’l'/). (2.20)
But, according to the hypothesis made above, the model Schrodinger equation 
valid at any time is eq. 2.18. If we overlap eq 2.20 with ( ^ / |  on the left hand 
side, then
m  = {'i',\{T + VUv',t) + V U r , t ) )m .  (2.21)
In this equation, the second term  on the left hand side cancels with the first and 
third terms on the right hand side, giving
1(» /!»>  =  ^  (2 .2 2 )
A perturbative solution can be obtained [37] by substituting ^  by on the right 
hand side, therefore the amplitude A  is
1A =  (i/y llr) c:. ^  J_^ (2.23)
Now, following [21], let us introduce a surface E between both nuclei which 
divides the space in two regions Ri and R 2  (Fig. 2.6). The m atrix element can 
be written as
d rŸ } I/^ (r ,t)Ÿ < (r ,t)+ /"  dr^}% ,^(r,t)Ÿ^(r,^), (2.24)jRi J R2
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Projectile
Target
Figure 2.6: Schematic of the collision and of the 2-surface, outside of the ranges 
of the potentials of core and target, and between them.
but satisfies
(2.25)
hence
iRi
tha t can be written as 
r ddr^*jVcn(i\,i)^i{rA) = dr 
Now Green’s theorem is applied to the last two terms and
(2.27)
+
d v ^ } V U r , m i { r , t )  =  ^
When integrating over time the third term vanishes because and W/ do not 
overlap in t  ^ oo and i — oo as Yen and Vnt are far away from each other. The
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second term can be rewritten using eq. 2.20. After treating the integral over i ?2
in a similar way, the amplitude eq. 2.23 becomes
roo rA =  —  dt dS-  +2mi J-oa Js ‘
à  / - ”  (X . +  X , ■ (2-29)
Therefore, provided Vcn and Vnt do not overlap, the surface can be chosen in such 
way tha t the second term  also vanishes, hence
A roo rA = —  dt Ï dS-  (T :V r^ i  -  (2.30)'im i J-oo Jt. ■'
Next, explicit expressions for the wave functions must be considered. Since the 
origin of our reference frame is in the lab, a Galilean transformation is required 
to describe the initial wave function. It is given by [41]
5'i =  4>i{r -  (2.31)
where the time-dependence has been included. 4> is the bound state wave function 
of the core-nucleon system in its rest frame. On the other hand, the final state 
does not need any spatial translation,
= (pf{r)e-^^-f\ (2.32)
Since the E-surface lays in a region where the potentials Vcn and Vnt are 
zero the wave functions on E take their asymptotic expressions. The use of 
the asymptotics is a consequence of the assumption of no overlap between the 
potentials, i.e. the peripheral nature of the collision.
Pi'om the mathematical point of view, the tool used to calculate the proba­
bility amplitude, eq. 2.30, is the double Fourier transform defined by
/OO POO/  2/, z)dzd^, a = i , f .  (2.33)-OO j  — OO
As said above, this model was originally created for transfer reactions and then 
extended to breakup. At this point it can be seen tha t such a distinction dictates
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what to write for c/)f. In the transfer case a bound state wave function is used, 
whereas in breakup a scattering state is required to describe the unbound state. 
Transfer is addressed first.
For transfer reactions both </>’s correspond to bound states and their asymp­
totic forms are then [22, 23, 35]
(2.34)
where 7  is related to the binding energy e through 7  — ^ . By r  we 
mean dependence only on the direction of the vector r, not on its magnitude. 
This notation will be used throughout, where h} are spherical Bessel
functions of the third kind [42], or Hankel functions, and ^ ( 7 ) is the so-called 
asymptotic normalization constant, obtained by matching (numerically) an exact 
bound state solution to the asymptotic form, as will be explained in Section 3 .2 . 
Eq. 2.34 is the exact expression of the bound states wave functions outside the 
range of their respective potentials. To evaluate their Fourier transforms at the 
E-surface, we consider th a t this surface lays in a region which is far from the 
ranges of the core and target potentials, and hence the approximation
h]{p)  -------    (2.35)
is made. W ith this assumption, the double Fourier transforms can be carried out 
analytically [43], resulting in
fi[h -  To, ky, kz) =  (ka),'yi,x
f f{xo ,ky ,k ,]  =  (2.36)
where i and /  refer to initial and final states, respectively, and
kn — ij'1i^x%ky^kz\
k^ — ^z) J (2.37)
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and hence |k(J =  because and are defined by
lf,x ^  + ky (2.38)
as shown in [43]. j f  = J —2mef/h^  and similarly for the initial state, b and 
To are sketched in Fig. 2.6. By spherical harmonic with complex arguments we 
mean
ih fY y im  = yim{i'yf,x, ky, kz) (2.39)
with the definition of the solid harmonic Vim given in reference [44]. Eq. 2.35 
is exact only when 1 = 0. In all other cases the Hankel function is not treated 
exactly.
Since E is normal to the T-axis, eq. 2.30 becomes 
Upon substituting
j  J —oo
r  e' '^“^+ '^y^ ff{x ,ky ,h )dk jky ,  (2.41)yAii j J —OO
According to eqs. 2.36 and 2.41 it is clear tha t
1 £ “ ky,kM kzdky.  (2.42)
W ith the straight line assumption </)i{r — R (t)) =  (f>i{x, y , z  — vt),
(f>i{b -  To, y , z -  vt) = /  Q^ {kyy+k,{z-vt)) kz)dkzdky. (2 .4 3 )yzix j J—oo
Substituting
h / OO d t d z d y d k z d k y d k ' ^ d k ' y i p f i ^ x  + l f , x ) f i { b  -  To, k y ,  k z )2mi{2n)^ J-oo
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Note tha t 7 i,æ(7 /,æ) is a function of kz(k'^) and ky(ky) according to eqs. 2.38. The
change of variable P = z — vt, dt = —dz 'jv  is carried out,
— ^  />—OO
^  ^  2miv{2'KY Joo +  7f,x)fi{b -  xq, ky, kz)
X ff{xQ, ky, k'^)e~rA~'mvz+sL^(ef~ei~mv^/2))^i{kzZ+kyy)^-iik',,z+k'yy)^ikz{z'-z)
h f°°
=  2 m iv {2 7 rY  J-oo '^^'^y'^^^‘^ kydk ‘^ dk'y{'n^^ +  7/,»)/i(6 -  ky, k^)
X /;(æo, ky, (2.45)
Introducing
6f ~  6 i -  mnP‘12 a!i — --- Uv
e/ — £i +  mu^ / 2
tiv (2.46)
the amplitude becomes
nA = /OO dz'dzdydkzdkydk'^dkyi'Yi^x +  lf,x)fi{i> -  xq, ky, kz)2mzu(27r)^
X y;(æo, (2.47)
The integration over z' and z gives 27r5{kz — ki) and 2Tvô{k2 — fc'). fci is thus 
regarded as the component of the linear momentum of the nucleon in the beam 
direction in the rest frame of the projectile. Its existence and well-defined char­
acter come from the assumption of constant velocity. Another trajectory would 
have lead to different kinematical conditions. Hence the amplitude can be written 
as
hA  = /OO dydkydkyi'yf^x +“OO(27r)^mïu
X f i{b -X Q ,ky ,k i) ff{xo ,ky ,k2).  (2.48)
Here, the integral over y  provides 27r6{ky — ky), tha t transforms 7 %,^  and 7 /^ 3. into
=  \/^y +  kf-h 'y f,  
nff.x = ^Jk’^ d ' k i F 'y j ,
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which are the same because, as it is straightforward to prove,
=  /ci +  7 ? =  /cg +  7/1 (2.49)
and thus this r} is conserved during the collision, rj is interpreted [2 1 ] as the 
magnitude of the component of the neutron linear momentum in the plane per­
pendicular to the beam direction and the fact tha t it is conserved during the 
transition reflects the assumption of a smooth transition, in such a way tha t 
orbits are well-matched [2 1 ]. Calling =  7 /,æ =  7 x> we can write
^  ^  2TTmiv J-oo ^ i)//(^o , ky, ^2). (2.50)
Explicit forms defined in eq. 2.36 are introduced, resulting in
h  r°o  ___ _A  = C  (2.51)
That is the expression for the transfer probability amplitude. It leads to ([21] 
and also Appendix A here)
— 4:TrihA =  ^ ^ C iC ;i< r„ ,_™ ,(»?6)>^:„,(ft,o)y ,,™ .(A ,7r), (2.52)
where /?i and /I2  are complex angles defined by
cos/?i =  ——  C0 SP2 =  —— , (2.53)7% 7/
and yi*,n2(/^2,0) means 0))*- K,nx-m2 is & modified Bessel function of
order mi — m 2 [42].
2.4 Extension to  breakup
In the breakup case the final state asymptotic wave function is no longer 
defined by eq. 2.34 but by a state with an ingoing spherical wave boundary 
condition, i.e. a [45]. The m atrix element tha t provides the probability 
amplitude becomes
1 r°°A{li,mi,l<.f) = — J  (2.54)
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where =  3 ' ^  , and since [45]
=  4^» E  , (2.55)l2,m2 \  J
with 5za being the iS'-matrix of the stripped particle-target scattering, related to 
the scattering phase shift by S'zg =  , then
( ^ k , T  =  4 "  E  { - i t  (2,56)Z2,Ml2 V /
To calculate its Fourier transform [43], by calling F^^(r) =  kh~i {kr)Yimir) (note
th a t the previous 270 is now kf, real), let us consider
r l ( æ , l 4 )  =  /  d2 ci2/e-''*'i^+'=i»'+‘^ /.»")r+,(r) =  — ( - « ) 'y ) ^ (k l) e - ' '- ^  (2.57)7/,a-
where the over line means Fourier transform, =  (^ 7 /,a;> k' hQ but a new
7/,a.. = \JK'^ + -  k j  (2.58)
has been introduced. For h~
rr™(r) = kh-[{kr)Yi„,{v) = k{ht(kr)yYl^{x){-ir = ( - l ) “ ( r + „ ( r ) ) ‘ .
Then
ri-„(rr,k;) =  I  d z d y e - ' < - > ^ z ‘ + K y + H f . z z ^ ) r T j r )
=  J  d2d2/e-‘<'‘'*+*^ i*'+‘'T/'**>(-l)’" ( r , t„ ( r ) ) ’
=  ( - 1 )"* /
=  ( - l ) ' " ^ i ‘y)l„(k ')e-^/.*^ (2.59)7/,3:
where =  (^ 7 /,æî —ky, —k'^). Now we make use of the result
- y ,  -Y )  = ( - i ) '+ ”*yim(w. y, z), (2.60)
with X, y  and z being real, and satisfying
< 2/^  -1- z^. (2.61)
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Eq. 2.60 can be proved by considering the explicit expression of the spherical 
harmonics in Cartesian coordinates [44]. The vector satisfies condition 2.61, 
according to definition 2.58. Therefore, we can conclude that
1< )  =  — (2. 62)7/.X’
and hence the two terms in eq. 2.56 have the same double Fourier transform. We 
can write
 ^ ^ l 2 , m 2  ^ V7/.X
and f j  becomes
(2.64)
h,m2 ^
To obtain an expression for the amplitude similar to eq. 2.51, let us write as
(/;^(x ,fc„Æ ,))*  =  8,r^i 5 :  11„ .n .(k /)y ,;„ ,(k l) , (2.65)
l2>iri2 '"J Ui®
where we have considered tha t Yim =  (— and that (— _  % gince m 2 
are integers, and then renamed m 2 —» —m 2 . Now, instead of eq. 2.50, we have
A { l i ,m i ,k f )  = J_^d ky 'yx f i ib -xo ,ky ,k i) f) (xo ,ky ,k2 ) ,  (2.66)
formally similar to eq. 2.50 but with a new
7x =  +  t?2, (2.67)
and a similar rj
?7^  =  /cj +  7 ? = k l ~  kj. (2 .6 8 )
Asymptotic forms /  will be substituted in eq. 2 .6 6
X ^ m i - m 2 { v b ) Y i l ^ ^ { p 2 ,  0)Fzimi (A ,  7^ ). (2.69)
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The important point is th a t the calculation of the amplitude is analogous to the 
transfer case, and the new expression is formally the same as eq, 2.51 but with 
modified constants and a sum over I2 . In other words
A { l i ,n i i ,k f )  = 4m  ^  M h ,  rrii, k ,  m 2). (2.70)
12,1712
This A(^i, m i, I2 , m 2) is the transfer probability amplitude of eq. 2.52 but replac­
ing Cf by (1  — S'/2 ) / 2  and also the kinematical parameters in the argument of 
^ 12,1712' It is written in this way seeking an analogy with the transfer case. There­
fore A{li,rrii, k f )  is the probability amplitude for a transition from a bound state 
(Zi,mi) to a continuum state with a definite nucleon-target wave number k f.
2.5 K inem atics
According to the hypothesis made in Section 2.2 the core is assumed to follow 
a straight line with constant velocity. In this situation the overall energy and 
momentum conservations cannot be fulfilled. One possibility is to include these 
conservation laws when transforming the calculated momentum distribution from 
being a function of ki into the measurable parallel momentum of the core p|j. In 
principle the most obvious way to do this would be by considering that, provided 
hki is the parallel momentum of the neutron in the projectile reference frame (i.e. 
where the cor e-neutron centre of mass is at rest), and provided linear momentum 
is conserved in the projectile, then the parallel linear momentum of the core in 
the projectile reference frame is —hki. Its velocity is therefore —hki/mc^ in a 
non-relativistic approach. The velocity in the lab is therefore given just by the 
Galilean transformation v — hki/rric- Hence the momentum p\\ is
P\\ = m c{v  ) =  mcV — hki. (2.71)
This is the “natural” way. But with it the model does not conserve energy due 
to the assumptions of Section 2 .2 .
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The alternative is to use another relationship between ki and p|| tha t in­
corporates the feature of energy conservation, i.e. tha t forces the energy to be
conserved. As stated in Section 2.3, the target is supposed to be infinitely mas­
sive, therefore its recoil can be neglected, and conservation of energy is given
by
~(m.c +  7n)v'^ +  Ci =  —rricVc T  (2.72)
where Vc verifies p|| =  vicVc. By making use of definition eq. 2.46, it becomes
imc(u^ — Ug) =  hvki (2.73)
or
p\ =  (m^u)^ — 2hvkimc (2.74)
therefore
which agrees with eq. 2.71 in first order in hki/rricV. In fact eq. 2.71 is valid in 
most practical cases, but the one th a t ensures energy conservation is eq. 2.75.
The assumption of infinitely massive nuclei may not work when studying re­
actions involving light targets like ^Be, which is the target used in the reactions 
studied in this work. We have not attem pted to improve this assumption, but 
can identify two levels at which such an improvement could be performed. First, 
by including the motion of the target in eq. 2.72 and obtaining a better version 
of eq. 2.75, i.e. by inserting it afterwards, in a similar way as discussed above 
for the core. And second, by including it fully in the calculation of the probabil­
ity amplitude, taking into account the core-target interaction. However, such a 
modification would go far beyond the TC model.
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2 . 6  Spin coupling
In this section the intrinsic spin of the neutron is included in the algebra and 
amplitudes are derived for both the transfer and breakup cases. In the breakup 
case expressions for the probability density and then for the cross-section are 
derived. Formulae for the more general case of including the core intrinsic spin 
are presented although not derived in full. Their derivations are similar.
2.6.1 Transfer
After including the spin-orbit interaction in the potentials Vcn and Vnt, {I, m) 
are no longer good quantum numbers. They couple to the intrinsic spin of the 
neutron, s, to give a to tal angular momentum labelled {j,n).  Asymptotic forms 
of the bound state wave functions on E are
(2.76)
with
mitr
where p are the spin variables, and Xa, the spinor. x<r is an eigenfunction of the 
intrinsic angular momentum and of its projection onto the z-axis. In our case 
the transferred or stripped particles are nucleons, therefore s =  1 / 2 , and Xa- is 
labelled only by its z-projection, a = ±1/2 .  The Fourier transforms are now
fi{d — To, ky, kz) = (kn, p)
/ / ( tq , ky, kz) = (k^, p)- (2.78)lf,X
Replacing tha t in eq. 2.50 and integrating also over the spin variables p, 
A { h ,n 2 , ju n i )  = / <ip J_^'iky7œCie'>’‘ '^‘~'‘± < P n ,P K ,
X [ dp f  dky^— ip !i^pkn ,p )< p t32 i^C py-JX ffitU J J—OO IX
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By writing p  in terms of the previous [I, m) states
2'Kh   /■ , /-OO _ZTTh r roo Q— ïx^   ^ ^^Ü 2,7i2,Ji,ni) =  ^ C i C f  dp dky Y ^{h  m i s a\jiTTilV J J—oo 7 x micr
0,'rrh roo
X xA p)  Z  (^2 m 2 s a'\j 2  n 2 )Yilm2 iK)x*a'{p) = - i z Q C ;  /  d k y ^ ^rri2a> %
X mi s (t|ji M i)llim i(L) 1](^2 m 2 s (j|j2 7l2)%R2(kl), (2.79)mia m.2
due to the orthogonality of x<x states,
J  dpXa{p)X*a'{p) = (2-80)
Thus the spin-dependent probability amplitude can be expressed in terms of the 
spin independent one as
A{j2,n2,3iiRi) =  Y1 (^2 m 2 5 a\j 2  722) (h mi s u |j i  n i)mi m2 O'
X A(Z2,m2,Zi,mi), (2.81)
in agreement with [46]. Had the intrinsic angular momentum of the core defined 
by (/c, Cc) been considered,, the result would have been [47, 31]
A{j2,n2,In,^nJc,^c) = {h m 2  S2  Cr\j2 n2){h ITli Si Cr\In €n)mim2nior
X ( 4  6n Ic ecb'i ?%i)A(Z2 ,m 2 ,Zi,m i). (2.82)
Here, in the initial state, the angular momentum of the particle, 4 ,  result of
the coupling between its intrinsic spin s and the orbital angular momentum Zi,
couples to the intrinsic angular momentum of the core 4  to give the total angular 
momentum of the projectile, j i .  The derivation is similar to th a t of eq. 2.81,
2.6.2 Breakup
The same procedure can be applied to the breakup case. The conjugate of 
the scattering wave function is [48]
K k M 'P ' ) )  =  47T2 E  ( - 4 '" % ( k / ) ( f 2  A 6’ ' • j2n2hX
-  . (2.83)
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whose double Fourier transform, obtained as explained in Section 2.4, is
I ^ - 7ix ,  J 2 rC'E  X s a\j2 n 2)T— ehmkX V 7l
And
k y ,  k z ) Y  = 87T % 2A(k/)(Z2 A s c r \ j 2
j2n2h\
Substituting in eq. 2.50
.4(ii,ni kf,a) =
X E A g a\h %)32hn2^ kf-ïz 2
= ±  Y : A 3 a\h %) r ^ 2  7-00 7 ;»
X E ih mi s a'\ji ni)(l2m2 s a'\j2n2)Yi„nAK)yilm2iK)- (2 84)cx'mim2
The integral is ([21] and also Appendix A here)
)—7a:b 
7x
But now, rather than squaring this up in order to find a probability to substitute 
in eq. 2.15, let us write the total probability amplitude for the process, tha t also 
includes the core variables.
roo Q ïx  ^
/  ^^y~~Z ^ 1^ 711(^^)^^21712(^71) ~  ^ 1  mi (;^l 5 7t) 1^27712 ((^ 2, 0)2^ 7711-7712 (^^)- (2-85)J—OO irfi
T X ( M h 'K . )  _  y ]  {I, X s  a \h  n 2 )(h m , s <r'|ii % )
mVJ\ j^n2mi7n2a'XLl2 
X { I 2 m 2 S  a ' \ j 2  U 2 ) i ' ^ ^ ~ ' ^ ^ L e ‘^ " ^ ^ Y L r n i - T n 2 { ' ^ ) d C r n i - 7 n 2 { 'n b ) J l2 j2
X ^ H ^ ( - i r '> i i m . ( f t , 0 ) r ç „ , ( ; 9 2 ,0 ) ,  (2.86)
where
Ji232 =  - — (2.87)
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has been renamed, and K  is the wave number related to the core-target motion.
In this expression the core-target partial waves L  are included along with the 
core-target impact parameter b, what implies a mixture between semiclassical 
and quantum mechanical descriptions. This disables eq. 2.86 for any practical 
purposes. Only when transforming the sum over L  into an integral over 6 , as 
it corresponds to our semiclassical model (Section 2 .2 ), could this expression be 
useful.
When including the intrinsic angular momentum of the core 4  the resulting 
probability amplitude is
^  ^  a \h  % )( 'i m i a a ' |4  4 .)mVJ\ j2Ti2mim20-'\Ll2 en
X ( 4  6n 4  ecb'l m 2  s a '\j 2
X (2.88)
derived in a similar manner. This coupling scheme is the same as in the previous 
section: the particle intrinsic spin s couples to its orbital angular momentum li 
to give a to tal single particle angular momentum 4 , which couples with 4  to 
give a total projectile angular momentum j i .
In order to find the cross-section the probability is required. The amplitude 
must therefore be squared up
7 r ( k / , K )  [ 3 ^ r (k / ,K ) ]* ,  (2.89)
^  crniec
hence
E  ( " " I * " . )
f  \  J  a n \ j 2 n 2 m \ m 2 ( 7 ' X L h e n ^ c
X (li m i s cr'|I„ £„)(/„ e„ Jo edii %)(Z2 m^ s ri2 )î""“’"^îe^ '^^it„ j_ ,„3 (K)
‘fX (A, 0)y]%(A, 0)
X (Z^  A 's  (j|j2 ria)(Zi m[ s cr"|4  e^)(4  e'^  4  edii 7^ i)(^2 ^ 2   ^ ^"b '2 
X (f t,0 )y ;r^ (/J2 .0)
, u f
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The integration over k /  provides a Si i^'^ôxx' and then
\  anij2n2mim2(T'XLhenec
X (h mi s c7'14 en)(4 en 4  edii m2 s a'\j2 Le^ ^^^YLmi-miC )^
or" L'e'^
X (/i m'l 3 u" |/„  4 )(J„  ej, Jc ed ii Tii)(k 3 a"\j2
X (K)Js:;;,_,„, (7,6)J,*,, o)y,,„, ( f t .  o). (2.90)
Now the summation over a and A can be carried out finding and thus
_  ( ± L ^ y  I  dK  Y  C l  m i  3 <7 ' |4  £n)dkf \  m v K  J J mJznzmXo'Lhene,,
X ( 4  6n 4  edii Ml)% m2 s n2)2”^ '“”^"ie *^'^ y^i,nïi_rn2(K)A:rni-rn2 W*^Z2J2
X {-l)'^Wi^rmWi,0)Yil^^{p2,0) Y1 (^ 1 5 o-"|4 4 ) ( 4  ej, 4  edii Mi)
rn\m 20-" L'e'n
X (/2 m' 3 a"\j2 (i76)AE
X ( - l ) ’"'V',t„,(A,0)Yi,„-(/32,0), (2.91)
and finally the integration over K  gives <^ LL'<^ mi-m2,7n;-m'2
dkf \  m u .. J riij2n2mim2H'Lhen^c 
X ( 4  6,, 4  ed4 Mi)(Z2 m2 s cr'|j2 M2) | ( ? ? 6 ) | ^ | J z ^ P ( - 1 )"^ '
X Yi.mAPli 0)^Im2(^2, 0) Y ,  (^ 1 -  ^2 +  Mlg S 0-"|4 4 ) ( 4  '^n edjl Mi)
The sum over L  is now transformed into an integration over b ,  the core-target 
impact parameter, as done in Section 2 .2 . is replaced by P e i { b ) .  Details
about the parametrisation of this function are given in Section 3.3.
-  Î  -  • ^1'- '-I
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X ( 4  4  ec\ji Mi)% rri2  s a '\j 2  n 2)|A'mi-m2 (’7&)lVz2j2 l% m i(/?i, 0)
X (^ 1 -  ^^2  +  rri2  s cr"l4 4 ) (A  4  ecbi Mi)% s <j"|i2 M2)m'2a"e^
X (2.93)
111 this way a probability density for breakup to a continuum state characterised 
by a 4  wave number in the neutron-target interaction has been obtained. If the 
probability density to go from an initial state with energy to a final state with 
energy between €f and ef ±  def  is sought, then the density of final states must 
be included according to Fermi’s Golden Rule [39]. It is the same as in the plane 
waves case, 1/(27t)^, so
dP _  dkf  1
dfci dkf dfci(27r)3’
and
The relationship between probability and cross-section was given in Section 2 .2  
by eq. 2.7 equivalent to
Our final ^  in the case of 4  7  ^ 0 is then
X ( 4  e„ 4  ec\ji Mi)% m 2  s a '\j 2  M2) | - m g ( ? ? b ) | ^ | J f g j , [ ^ ( A , 0 )% R 2 % , 0) 
X ^  (Zl m i -  m 2 +  m '2 S (j"\In 4 ) ( 4  4  h  Ecb'l Mi)% m '2 s a"\j2 M2)
X ( - l ) - " ‘“+’"^y ;U -,„ ,+ ™ .(A .0)Y ,,„ ,(ft,0 ), (2.97)
or, summing over rii, ec, M2 , e^, e' a' and a",
J j2m\m2m,2h
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X f &( — V( Zi  m i r  p|Zi m i -  mg +  m g )^  m 2 r p|Zz m'2 )
I2I1 rp
X W[I2 SI2 S', j2r)W{lislis\ Inr)f ‘^ . (2.98)
In the absence of spin-orbit interaction Si^j^ becomes Si^ and the sum over j 2  can 
be carried out analytically. Since
r_ l V2+S-J2
W{hsl2S', jsO) =  ^ ^ 4 - : ------, (2.99)h s
we can apply the orthogonality of Racah coefficients,
'^W{l2Sl2S'j2r)fl32^V{l2Sl2S;j20) = Ôro, (2 .1 0 0 )
32
to obtain
X |7 ï'™ ,-™ .w r|ji.nv i.m ,(ft,0 )y i;.„3(/32 ,0)|£  (2 .1 0 1 )
Even if j i  does not appear explicitly in eqs. 2.101 or 2.98, there is an implied j i  
dependence given by the bound state parameters Q  and e^ .
For nucleons s = 1/2, and the sum over r in eq. 2.98 has only the terms 
r  =  0 and r  =  1. The term  with r  — 0 is equal to the result of the spin-orbit 
independent approach of eq. 2 .1 0 1 . Therefore the spin-orbit force adds the term 
r  =  1, as has been shown, for transfer reactions, in references [22, 46].
2.7 Elastic breakup and stripping term s
So far all possible excited states of the target and core have been ignored and 
thus the result is an expression for the cross-section where the neutron-target 
5-m atrix only enters through the quantity |1 — 5zp. Reference [23] tells us how 
to include target excitations. If the internal degrees of freedom of the target are
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included in the variable u the expression for the final state is not eq. 2.56 but
e‘(kj,,r,I/) = - E Sy3'Fk/>-)A,.(r/)), (2.102)
3
where A denotes eigenstates of the internal Hamiltonian of the target. Subscripts 
[i , j)  in the 5-matrix refer now to states in the target. The procedure of Section 
2.4 can be carried out and finally an expression similar to eq. 2.98 is obtained. 
For a fixed partial wave I2
=  (2.103)
where subscripts of 5  refer to  states of the target and is given by
% = (47T)2i(iAM l r dbPe,(6) EPf i nv  kf  v J
X |Ï! .m ,(ft,0 )rç„ ,(/3 2 ,0 )r, (2.104)
in the spin-orbit independent approach. Summing over all the states of the target
^  =  (|1 -  + Y  (2.105)
which becomes, by making use of the unitarity relation
^  =  ( |1  -  g & r +  1 -  |5 fe r ) f t . .  (2.106)
5qo involves only the ground state in the target and can therefore be identified 
with our previous 5zg. The term  with |1 — 5oob is usually referred to as elastic 
breakup term, whereas the term  with 1 — |5ooP is called stripping term. Hence 
from now on, in order to include target excitations, the factor IJzajaP will be
=  (2.107)
Let us now make a comment about the physical meaning of these two terms 
and their possible comparison to Glauber theory. The stripping term  involves 
events where the neutron collides with the target and excites it, as described by
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1 — This process is described by both TC model and Glauber theory by
the term  |5 c4  (or its equivalent Pei{^)) [11]. However, the diffractive breakup 
corresponds to diffraction, the purely quantum mechanical effect due to the wave 
nature of the particles [49]. In this case breakup could happen even if none of 
the potentials has an imaginary part. Diffraction of the neutron is described by 
the term |1  — 5^2 P, but now the role of the core is different in both models: in 
the TG model, due to  its initial hypothesis, the core is still following a straight 
line and just surviving the collision, whereas Glauber theory includes processes 
where the core can itself be diffracted, as described by the term  1 — SntSct of [15]. 
The TG model does not distinguish between two events described by Set and 5'^ 
if |5ct| =  \Sct\- This limitation reflects the semiclassical treatm ent of the core 
motion in the TG model.
Chapter 3
Physical inputs
Now that the formalism of the model has been established, the calculation can 
be addressed in detail. The aims of this chapter are, first, to provide an overview 
of the behaviour of each of the factors in the calculation of the momentum dis­
tribution, eq. 2.98, or its spin-orbit independent version, eq. 2.101, and second, 
to discuss and justify the choice of the interactions tha t enter the calculation. 
This chapter starts out with the general features of the momentum distribution 
and a discussion about where the main contributions come from, followed by a 
description of how the calculation of the asymptotic normalization constant is 
carried out.
The next step is to choose the interactions tha t are to be inserted in the 
calculation. This is a very important point, as shall be seen in the next chapter. 
Both the core-target and neutron-target interactions are described and justified, 
as far as possible, by comparison with experimental data. Finally, the same 
criterion is applied to the spin-orbit interaction.
Two main examples will be used in this chapter. They correspond to ex­
periments carried out in MSU. One is ®Be(^^Si,^^Si)X with a beam energy of 70 
MeV/A [7], for which the separation energy is 7.36 MeV. The other is ^Be(^’^ C,^®C)X 
at 60 MeV/A [6 ], with a separation energy of only 0.73 MeV. The ground state 
in both cases is assigned to be dz/2 - These examples have been chosen in order
35
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to study the difference in the calculation due just to binding energy. However, 5 - 
and p-states will also be studied in Chapter 4 through the breakup of at 54 
MeV/A, in which case not only the O'*' ground state of the core is populated, 
but also an excited 1“ state, and ^^Be at 60 MeV/A, where the O'*" ground state 
of ^°Be cores is measured. These two experiments are reported in reference [5].
3.1 General features
Let us now discuss the qualitative features of eq. 2.101 for the momentum 
distribution. Fig. 3.1 b) plots p as a function of ki, according to eq. 2.68, for 
the and ^^Si cases. The parameter p reaches its minimum when ki vanishes, 
where p =  7 i. When ki grows so does p in a symmetric way. Fig. 3.1 a) shows the 
behavior of the modified Bessel function, strongly decaying with its argument, 
but strongly increasing with its order. Details about Pd will be given in Section 
3.3, but its behavior as a function of impact parameter is displayed in Fig. 3.5. 
For any given ki the function to be integrated over all impact parameters is the 
product of the decreasing Bessel function, with argument 776, and the step-like 
Pel. This product peaks for b near Rs, the strong absorption radius [50], defined 
as the value of impact parameter for which Pei{Rs) = 1 / 2 . As a function of 
k\ the cross-section is strongly dominated by the Bessel function, which peaks 
for 77 minimum, i.e. 4  =  0, and decays quickly as \ki\ grows. For a given 
partial wave the momentum distribution is determined by the product of the 
term containing the neutron-target 5-m atrix times the Bessel function and Pei 
factor. This product is bell-shaped around ki — 0. The 5-m atrix term must 
be calculated with an optical potential, and tha t m atter deserves a section of its 
own. However, the asymmetric character of this element with ki can be pointed 
out now, because the energy th a t the 5-m atrix is calculated at is e/, strongly 
asymmetric as a function of ki. This is displayed in Fig. 3.2 a), according to 
eq. 2 .6 8 , and refiects the fact th a t the neutron-target interaction is different for
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Figure 3.1: a) Behaviour of the modified Bessel function Kg for different values 
of the order s; b) the 77 parameter as a function of ki according to eq. 2 .6 8  for 
neutron removal from “^^Si and
the different initial parallel momenta. This structure is what was expected from 
Section 2.1. Concerning the sum over final state partial waves, while the Bessel 
functions grow enormously with order, the S'-matrix term kills this increase at 
large partial waves. Fig. 3.2 a) also shows tha t around k\ = 0 the neutron-target 
energy is around 50 MeV. In that region of energy the momentum distribution 
reaches its maximum.
W hat about the factor |V/2m2 (/^ 2 , 0)^? The first thing to point out about 
this term is that its contribution is asymmetric with the parallel momentum 
|A;i|. Therefore this model provides two sources of asymmetry: a) the one pro­
vided by the S'-matrix factor, tha t refiects the energy dependent character of the 
neutron-target interaction, and b) this \Yi2 m2 iP2 , 0 )^  factor, that accounts for the 
“matching conditions” tha t favour the “transfer” process. The argument of the 
spherical harmonic is shown in Fig. 3.2 b) as a function of ki. In the high en­
ergy region kf is sizeable and cos/?2 , although bigger than unity, is well behaved.
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Figure 3.2: a) Neutron-target energy as a function of ki calculated according to 
eq. 2 .6 8  for the breakup of '^^ Si and b) the factor cos = ^2/ ^ /  as a function 
of ki.
But when kf  approaches zero cos /?2 tends to infinity and so does the spherical 
harmonic. In the language of transfer the kf ^  0 limit would correspond to 
transfer to a state with zero binding energy, and the cross-section for this process 
would be zero (the asymptotic normalization constant C f  would be zero in such 
a system). Therefore in the breakup case the 5-matrix factors, equivalent to Cf, 
have to make the cross-section vanish in that region. It does, as shall be seen. 
However in the small energy region, near kf = 0, the finite cross-section results 
from the product of a very big factor times a very small one. This situation is 
highly unreliable from the numerical point of view and so the results should be 
treated with caution.
The neutron separation energy Ci enters eq. 2.101 in A:/, 5i, /?2, ^ and implicitly 
in Ci. The most important contribution comes from the Bessel function and 77. 
The smaller the Q, the smaller the 77 and the Bessel function will enhance the 
cross-section. This accounts for the obvious fact that the breakup cross-section is 
bigger for more weakly bound systems. It can also be seen here that the smaller
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Figure 3.3: Some spherical harmonics with argument bigger than unity. On 
the horizontal ajcis a dimensionless parameter x  is represented between 0 and 1 . 
Vertical axis corresponds to 0)^ for several values of I and m.
the 6i the bigger fraction of the wave function that lies outside the potential, 
and the more peripheral the collision. Therefore the assumption tha t a surface 
S  exists where both potentials vanish will be better. On the other hand, when 
6i is increased the neutron spends less and less time outside the range of the 
potential, and the integral of eq. 2.23 tends to the overlap of states of the range 
of the potentials, tha t has been assumed to be zero. Therefore the cross-section 
provided by this model will vanish quickly as is increased. How far can one 
go? In Section 4.3 a criterion, in terms of accuracy of the inputs required by the 
model, is given.
In eqs. 2.53 the relationship between and the /?’s shows th a t in both Pi 
and /0 2 , appears in the denominator of the cosines, thus makes the argument 
of the spherical harmonics grow. Fig. 3.3 plots the behaviour of some spherical 
harmonics of argument 1/x  against æ for æ < 1 . In all the cases \Yim\^ grows 
when X is smaller. Therefore these terms also contribute to make the cross- 
section bigger for weakly bound systems. The m atter of how these may affect 
polarization observables will be examined in Chapter 5.
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3.2 A sym ptotic norm alization constants
The bound state asymptotic normalization constants involved in this work 
are defined as
where % represents the radial wave function describing the initial, bound state. In 
order to calculate these a numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation is found 
and then matched to the asymptotic expression for a value of r far from the range 
of the potential, as defined in eq. 3.1. It is here tha t the bound state parameters 
of the initial state come in. A radius with A  being the number of nucleons
in the core nucleus, and diffuseness a are required, and also the separation energy 
along with the mass number and the angular momentum quantum numbers of 
the bound single-particle state. W ith these ingredients a Wood-Saxon potential 
with the right geometry and tha t gives the ground state at the desired binding 
energy is calculated. This potential and a numerical solution of the Schrodinger 
equation are used to obtain Q . In the case a value of Q  =  0.11 fm“ /^  ^ is
obtained, whereas the d^ / 2  state of ^^Si yields Q  =  3.30 fm“ /^ .^ In both cases we 
used ro =  1.25 fm, and a diffuseness for the Wood-Saxon potential of a =  0.7 fm, 
following the steps of references [6 ] and [7]. W ith these parameters the depths of 
the potential wells are 56.3 MeV for and 46.5 MeV for ^^Si.
In a more tightly bound system like ^^Si the tail of the wave function outside 
the range of the potential is smaller than in the weakly bound therefore 
the state is closer to the asymptotic form in the weakly bound system, and 
the normalization constant necessary to match them is smaller. Q  is smaller 
in general for more weakly bound systems, which are “more asymptotic” than 
tightly bound ones.
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3.3 Core-target interaction
The function Pei represents the core survival probability and is the impact 
parameter dependent version of |S'ctp. Pei is usually parametrised as a step-like 
function with a certain diffuseness, and accounts for the fact th a t in this model 
the only role played by the core is to deliver the neutron. Besides tha t it can 
either survive the collision, if b is big enough, or not, in which case Pei = 0  and 
the core is absorbed at tha t impact parameter. The usual parametrisation of Pei 
is [2 2 ]
Pei{b) = exp ^ - [ ln 2 ] exp j  , (3.2)
which vanishes more rapidly with b than, for instance, a Wood-Saxon shape with 
similar geometry. It provides convergence of the integral over impact parameters 
along with an simple analytical form good enough for our purposes. Rg defines 
the lower limit in impact parameters beyond which our core nucleus would not 
survive the collision. Its usual form is [50]
R, = lA {A y^  + (3.3)
where A^ and At are the masses of projectile and target, respectively. However, 
this value of Rg has been shown to be valid for low energy nucleus-nucleus scat­
tering [51] and to lose its validity at beam energies beyond 20 MeV/A. In order 
to obtain a more realistic core-target interaction, a double folding of a nucleon- 
nucleon interaction with both core and target nuclear densities was carried out 
in the following way: given a nucleon-nucleon interaction the global inter­
action of a nucleon with a nucleus, U-n-Ny is the sum over all pair interactions 
(Fig. 3.4). For a nucleus with density p(r), the sum becomes a folding integral. 
In other words
Un-N{H -  F) =  J  drIn-niH  4- r -  r')p(r). (3.4)
As shown in Fig. 3.4, R  H- r — r' is the relative coordinate between a nucleon 
in the system with density p and a nucleon in the other system with p'. This
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the situation in the double folding calculation described in 
eqs. 3.4 and 3.5.
Table 3.1: RMS radii for the cores used in this work. The values are taken from 
reference [52] in the and ^°Be cases. In the case of ^^Si it is based on an
assumed charge radius of 3.27 fm, estimated from comparisons with stable S and 
Si isotopes [53].
Nucleus RMS radius (fm)
16c 2.70
33Si 3.16
14c 2.30
lOBe 2.30
nucleon-nucleus interaction will be used again in Section 3.4. In order to obtain 
a nucleus-nucleus potential the result of eq. 3.4 must be folded again with the 
nuclear m atter density of the second nucleus.
= j  dr'Un-N{H — r')p'{r'). (3.5)
In this work, the densities of the cores were assumed to have Gaussian profiles, 
whose parameters were calculated in order to reproduce the root mean square 
m atter (RMS) radii displayed in Table 3.1 (the density of the ^Be target will be 
discussed in Section 3.4).
Concerning the nucleon-nucleon interaction it is calculated following
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Figure 3.5: as well as Pei{b) for two different %  as a  function of core-target
impact parameter b. In both calculations of Pei(b) he diffuseness is a =  0.65 fm.
references [15] and [54], i.e. by assuming a finite-range Gaussian form for the 
function /„_„(R  + r — r'), fitted to reproduce nucleon-nucleon data. The physical 
assumption underlying this calculation is that the range of the interaction 
is small compared to the radii of both nuclei [15, 54].
In this way a core-target potential was found. This potential was used in the 
calculation of IS'ctP for the ^Be +  system. As shown in Fig. 3.5, this 
can be well represented by the Pei(b) of eq. 3.2 with Rg =  5.95 fm and diffuseness 
a = 0.65 fm, but there is a difference from the Rg = 6.51 fm provided by eq. 3.3. 
The effect of this modification on knockout cross-sections is discussed in Section 
4.5. In the ^Be(^'^Si,^^Si)^Be reaction a value of Rg = 6.91 fm and diffuseness 
a = 0.75 fm is adopted based on the same grounds. This Rg is also smaller than 
that provided by eq. 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Parameters for the n +  ^Be optical potential of reference [33] (eq. 3.6).
6f (MeV) 14 (MeV) (fm) W, (MeV) 144 (MeV)
20-40 38.5-0.145e/ 1.447-0.0005(e/-20) 1.666+0.365e/ 0.375e/-7.5
40-120 16.226-0.1(e/-40) 7.5-0.002(e/-40)
120-180 8.226-0.07(e/-120) 5.0
3.4 Optical potential
One of the most delicate points in the calculation is the choice of the optical 
potential which describes the interaction of the neutron with the target. In order 
to find some experimental information about tha t interaction, the most obvious 
thing to look at are the available ®Be(n,n)®Be data. In this section some optical 
potentials are described and their performance in (n,n) scattering are examined.
Several approaches have been used throughout the literature. The first, ex­
ploratory attem pt [23] was a simple black-disc parametrisation of the 5-matrix, 
but it gives a too simplistic description of (n,n) processes. Next [25], a potential 
given by a Wood-Saxon parametrisation and due to Dave and Gould [55], was 
used, in order to incorporate a more realistic approach to one-body scattering. 
However, tha t potential was fitted for (n,n) energies up to 20 MeV whereas the 
most relevant area of neutron-target energies is above 50 MeV,as said in Section 
3.2. Hence the one-body scattering was not being treated in a realistic way in 
the most relevant region of energy.
Aiming for a good agreement with (n,n) experimental data in a wider range 
of energies, a new parametrisation was used by Bonaccorso and Bertsch [33], 
reproduced in Table 3.2. In the low energy region the parameters used are those 
of Dave and Gould [55]. In this way the total (n,n) cross-section reported in [56] 
was described. The explicit parametrisation of this optical potential is
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Uapt = - K / ( r ,  7-r, Or) +  2 (4 a J 4 4 ^ ( r ,  ru Oi) +  W „/(r, n , a,)) (3.6)
where
1^/3 \ -1f{r,ro:,a^) = [ l- \ -e  j  . (3.7)
<2^=0.387 fm, T’i=1.368 fm, ^^=0.3 fm at all energies and the other parameters 
are displayed in Table 3.2. Prom now on this potential will be called BB.
Another possibility is to  follow the example of [34] and use the microscopic 
folding model potential of Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux [57], known as the 
JLM potential. The main lines of the JLM procedure are as follows: starting from 
Reid’s hard core nucleon-nucleon interaction [58], an optical model potential in 
infinite nuclear m atter is built, including its dependence on energy and density. 
In order to apply the potential to finite nuclei, a local density approximation is 
introduced. It assumes that, at a given point inside a nucleus, the potential is 
the same as it would be in a system of uniform m atter characterised by the local 
value of the density. Therefore, in order to construct the JLM potential, the 
nuclear density is required. In this work the nuclear density, p, for the ®Be target 
is taken from reference [53], where it is parametrised by a harmonic oscillator 
model, in such a way th a t the nuclear density at a distance r from the centre of 
the nucleus is given by
P(’’) =  Po +  Q: ^ 0  ^ exp [ - { r / a f ' )  . (3.8)
Reference [53] provides the values a = 1.77 fm and a  = 0.631. Since our ®Be 
target has 9 nucleons, the condition
roo47t j  drr p{r) =  9 (3.9)
yields a value of po =  0.1497 fm“ .^
In Fig. 3.6 experimental data for the (n,n) total cross-sections [56] are shown 
along with the predictions of BB and JLM potentials for the reaction cross-section
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Figure 3.6: Total, elastic and reaction cross-section for neutrons on ^Be. The 
data set is from [56].
CTr, given by
\Sip)(2l + l),
and the elastic cross-section a eh which is
Ç  |1 — -t-1),
(3.10)
(3.11)
and the total cross-section, given by the sum of eqs. 3.10 and 3.11. Both po­
tentials fit reasonably well the data in the energy region of our interest. But 
they do not give the same elastic-reaction ratio across all the energy range. Once 
this interaction is inserted into the expression for knockout (eq. 2.98) elastic and 
stripping terms will be weighted in different ways and the final result depends 
on their ratio. Which potential should be chosen? Let us now look at reaction 
cross-section data. Fig. 3.7 plots reaction cross-section for ®Be(p,p)^Be from [59] 
and the JLM and BB predictions. At energies above 20 MeV the Coulomb inter­
action is unimportant and therefore one would expect the reaction cross-section
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Figure 3.7: Reaction cross-section for ^Be(p,p)^Be. The data set is from [59],
for protons and neutrons to be very similar. JLM works better than BB for most 
of energies.
The successful reproduction of (n,n) cross-section data is a requirement that 
should be fulfilled by the optical potential because it represents the most efficient 
way, or maybe the only one, of checking experimentally the neutron-target in­
teraction. However, it is not enough. The quantities that enter our calculation 
are |1 — Sil"^  and i.e. real and imaginary parts of each Si. The fact that 
reaction and elastic cross-sections are both well fitted does not ensure that each 
of the Si's is. Our expression for the breakup cross-section is similar to eq. 3.10 
but instead of 2/ -H 1 the coefficients are those Ui  ^ defined in eq. 2.104.
In Fig. 3.8 the behaviour of real and imaginary parts of the BB and JLM 
potentials is compared for two energies. At high energy, because of its particu­
lar geometry, the imaginary part of BB starts to have a longer range than the 
real part. The particle interacts first with the imaginary part of the potential, 
responsible for inelastic processes. This is where the overestimation in (7^  comes 
from (Fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.8: Real and imaginary parts of JLM and BB optical potentials for the 
n +  ^Be system at a) 20 and b) 70 MeV.
3.5 Spin-orbit interaction
In order to study the effect of the spin-orbit interaction in one-neutron knock­
out reactions, the first point to worry about is the choice of the interaction itself. 
It has been shown in [61] tha t a nucleon-nucleus interaction containing both real 
and imaginary parts with an appropriate parametrisation can be a valid choice 
as a spin-orbit interaction to add to the JLM potential. The potential is given 
by [61]
Vsoir, E) = m tc (3.12)
where = 200 MeV is the mass of the pion exchanged in the interaction [9], 
E  is the incident energy of the nucleon and Usoir) is
^so{r) -  J  J , (3.13)
p is the nuclear m atter density, that, as stated above, was taken from [53]. The
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Figure 3.9: The real and imaginary parts of the nucleon-target spin-orbit poten­
tial form factor for the n -f ^Be system at a) 20 and b) 70 MeV.
parameters Xy^^(E) and Xyj^^(E) are defined as
Xy^^i^E) — 130exp(—0.013F/) -I- 40, 
=  -0 .2 (E  -  20). (3.14)
These spin-orbit potentials are plotted in Fig. 3.9 as a function of radius for 20 
and 70 MeV of incident energy. Their magnitude is much smaller than that of 
the central parts of the potential (Fig. 3.8). In addition, the imaginary part of 
the spin-orbit interaction is negligible.
Following the spirit of Chapter 3, the aim of this work is to gain some confi­
dence that the neutron-target interaction is consistent with one-body scattering 
experiments, and the way to check this consistency is by calculating the analysing 
power Ay in spin-1/2 particle elastic scattering. This has been carried out in [61] 
for (n,n) using several targets, but the lightest of them was ^°Ca, significantly 
heavier than the ^Be target discussed here. Therefore the first task of this section 
is to calculate these Ay for n 4- ^Be and compare to existing data.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental results for Ay in elastic scattering ^Be(n,n)^Be [60], 
compared to our predictions, in red, for several values of the incident energy.
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Once the spin-orbit term  is introduced in the optical potential, a dependence 
on the total angular momentum j  results from the coupling between the intrinsic 
spin s = 1/2 of the scattered particle and the orbital angular momentum I. j  
may only take the values j -  = I ~  1/2 oi = I P  1/2. A probability amplitude 
can be derived for the process, given by [48]
M{k, 9) =  /(/c, 0) + g{k, 9)s • n, (3.15)
where
^  E [(' +  !)(% +  -  1) +  KSij^ -  1)] fl(cose) (3.16)
and
)^ = 4  E p u  -  Sij.)Pi{cose). (3,17)
Here, k is the wave number of the incident nucleon, 6 is the scattering angle and 
Sij is the S'-matrix, which now depends not only on I but also on j ,  since the spin- 
orbit interaction has been included. /  represents the probability amplitude for a 
process where the spin orientation of the particle is unchanged by the collision, 
whereas g accounts for “spin flip” processes. As will be shown in Section 5.1, 
an efficiency matrix can be constructed, from which a set of analysing powers 
can be derived. Ay can be obtained by calculating the spherical components of 
the vector analysing power, T n  and Ti_i, from the amplitude, since Ay is just a 
linear combination of them, given by [48]
A  =  (3.18)
In this way Ay, which measures the sensitivity of the elastic differential cross- 
section to the beam polarization, can be calculated as a function of the scattering 
angle 0. Reference [60] provides us with low-energy ®Be(n,n)^Be data to compare 
to. The experimental results along with the theoretical predictions are plotted in 
Fig. 3.10 for several values of energy. They show a good agreement in general.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental results for Ay in elastic scattering ®Be(p,p)^Be [62], 
compared to our predictions, in red. The incident energy is 30.0 MeV.
Ay is always slightly overestimated, tha t indicates an overestimation in the spin 
orbit force too. At higher energy (30.3 MeV) the experiment of [62] for (p,p) 
is revisited. Fig. 3.11 displays the comparison between their results and our 
prediction. Again the agreement is reasonably good, although much better for 
small angles.
This is a test of the real part of the spin-orbit potential as it refers to elastic 
scattering. The imaginary part is very small, almost negligible. It will be consid­
ered here although its effect on one-neutron knockout cross-sections, as will be 
seen, is entirely irrelevant.
Chapter 4 
A pproxim ations and com parison  
to data
In the previous chapters the formalism and main assumptions of the TC 
model have been recalled, and the core-neutron and neutron-target interactions 
have been chosen and tested. In this chapter a qualitative analysis of the con­
sequences of approximating the wave functions by their asymptotic forms is first 
shown. Next, several approximations th a t have been used in the literature are dis­
cussed. We then address the calculation of one-neutron knockout cross-sections 
in an improved numerical approach tha t enables us to check the validity of these 
approximations. Finally, our calculations are compared to experimental results.
4.1 The use of asym ptotics
It was shown in Section 2.3 th a t bound states were approximated by their 
asymptotic forms. Any attem pt to modify this assumption must consider that 
there is some overlap between the two potentials, and therefore th a t the E-surface 
does not lay outside of both ranges. One necessarily must then take into account 
tha t the last term in eq. 2.29 no longer vanishes. However, an indication of the 
effect of this approximation can be seen by considering what happens if something
53
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better than the asymptotic form of the initial state is introduced in eq. 2.30.
In order to illustrate this effect let the well-known problem of the Hulthén 
wave function [63] be reviewed. The radial wave function for an s-wave ground 
state is well represented by
p-ctr _  p-/3r
W(r) =  N    Youir) (4.1)
with p »  a. JVis a normalization constant. The term involving P is significant 
only at short distances and makes the wave function well-behaved in the origin. 
The term  with a  is responsible for the tail of the wave function at long distances. 
It can be identified directly with the asymptotic form of the wave function. Both 
wave function and asymptotic form are represented in Fig. 4.1 a).
One of the great advantages of this wave function is tha t its Fourier transform 
is analytical, therefore the momentum probability amplitude <^ {k) can be easily 
obtained. It is just
(4.2)
whereas the Fourier transform of the asymptotic form j r  is
^asymp{k) OC ^ 2  J^ 2'
Fig. 4.1 b) shows these two functions plotted against momentum k. As can 
be seen, the Fourier transform of the asymptotics gives bigger contributions far 
from k = 0, i.e. its prediction for the probability to find the neutron with high 
momentum is bigger than tha t of the full wave function. The effect of asymptotics 
is thus to exaggerate higher momentum components. It is expected therefore tha t 
a theory for breakup tha t replaces the wave function by its asymptotic will obtain 
too large a cross-section in the edges of the momentum distribution. This has 
been shown in the context of Glauber theory as well [35, 64].
Figs. 4.1 c) and d) show similar plots for The wave function has been 
obtained by a numerical calculation in a Wood-Saxon potential, as is explained
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Figure 4.1: a) Schematic representation of the Hulthén wave function and its 
asymptotic term; b) Fourier transform of the Hulthén wave function and its 
asymptotics; c) the d^ / 2  state of numerically calculated in a Wood-Saxon 
potential and its asymptotic form; d) Fourier transform of the d^ / 2  state of
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in Section 3.2. The Fourier transform is carried out numerically. In the TC 
model the bound state is assumed to have a momentum distribution tha t is 
overestimated in the region of high momenta (Fig. 4.1 d)), not only by the 
assumption of asymptotic behaviour, but also because this asymptotic form is 
also approximated according to eq. 2.35. However, in reference [21] it was shown 
th a t the last term of eq. 2.29 acts in opposite way to this. Further consideration 
of this non-asymptotic corrections is left for future work.
4.2 A pproxim ations
W ith the purpose of carrying the analytical expressions as far as possible, 
simplifications of eq. 2.98 have been carried out in the literature. In this section 
these approximations are examined. In addition, another interesting case, which 
is tha t of a high energy assumption, where the feature of asymmetry in the 
momentum distribution is lost, is discussed.
4.2.1 E xpansion o f th e  B essel function
As seen in Chapter 2, the TC model was originally created for transfer re­
actions between heavy ions, like Pb [65, 66]. One of the characteristics of such 
systems is tha t the nuclei involved are large and therefore Pei{b) remains zero 
until reaching a value of b th a t is sufficiently large tha t the product rjb is big. 
In these situations the Bessel function Km^^rn^i'nb) can be approximated by the 
first term in its asymptotic expansion. The explicit expression of this expansion 
is [42]
where /.i =  4(mi —7722)^. If just the first term  is retained [67] then the dependence 
on m i — m 2 disappears, and the sums over m% and m 2 in eq. 2.101 can be carried
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out, because
EWm(^.<i!’)P  =  £aW . (4 5)m
where Pi is the Legendre Polynomial of l-th degree. Therefore eq. 2.101 becomes 
&  =  L  @1 J J % ( c o s  (cos A ), (4.6)
as appears in [22, 25], for instance.
4.2.2 M -function
In an attem pt to apply the formalism to light nuclei, but keeping the analytical 
clarity, in reference [68] the following approximation was carried out (for transfer). 
Eq. 2.101 can be written as
2
X /  roo \I /  dft,— , (4.7)
\ J - o o  7a; }
or
J —oo 7æ J —oo 7a'
f i f  m v
kyk'y + k\ + '^^ i^ \  (  kyk'y +  fcf +  7x7'X a .  ( " ' " j ,  (4.8)
where we have made use of the definitions of the complex angles eqs. 2.37 and 
2.58. Eq. 4.8 can be approximated (Appendix B) by assuming rj »  ky, obtaining
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w ith
Mf.'i, I2 ) =  4 =  dXe-^^Pi , (^i +  BiX^)Pi,{Af +  (4,10)y/lT J—oo
where
Eq. 4.9 agrees with reference [25] in the limit of no spin-orbit interactions. In 
Section 4.5 these approximations are computed and compared to the exact result.
4.2.3 H igh energy approxim ations
In the region around fci =  0 and for wealdy bound systems, where 'yf is very 
small compared to the beam energy, eq. 2 .6 8  for kf  can be written as
and k2  — mvjfi. Thus cos /?2 — 1, and in eq. 2.101
1 2^7712(0 , 0) — /-j— 2^* (4.13)V4r7T
Therefore, eq. 2.101 becomes
%  -  /d b P e ((6 )E I- '^ » .( '/5 )IV i.(£ ;6 )n y i.m .(ft,0 )i^ i |,
where the S'-matrix in the Ji  ^ factor is calculated at beam energy Ei, = m u^/2 . 
But
where dnt is the neutron-tar get to tal cross-section. Hence
da
dk— ~  2 |C 'ip ^ n „ t—  JdbPei{b)^^\Kmi{r}b)\'^\yii,mi{Pi,0)\'^, (4.15)
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that reduces to the expressions derived in [35] under high energy assumptions. 
This limit gives symmetric momentum distributions since the energy dependence 
in the 5'-matrix is lost, along with the Yi2 m2 term. It will be useful when the 
beam energy is high or when the initial state is so narrow in momentum that 
only a limited region around =  0 is relevant, as happens for halo nuclei.
4.3 Potentials and separation energies
Let us now consider how the n +  ®Be ^'-matrix term  behaves under different 
approaches. Figs. 4.2 a) and b) display |1 — 1 — and their sum as
a function of I2  for ki = 0, calculated with the JLM and BB interactions for 
a system bound with a) 7.36 MeV and b) 1.0 MeV. All other paramenters, i.e. 
masses, angular momentum and beam energy are the same as in the ^^Si reaction. 
The aim of this calculation is to get a feeling of how each of the terms behaves as 
a function of separation energy. The value ki = 0 corresponds to a neutron-target 
energy of 56.22 MeV in the 7.36 MeV case, according to eq. 2.68, and 62.39 MeV 
in the 1 MeV case. BB always shows a bigger stripping contribution due to the 
longer range of its imaginary part at tha t energy, but the sum is in good agreement 
with JLM. Both potentials show a similar behaviour for high partial waves. The 
difference in separation energy barely affects these terms. Fig. 4.2 c) and d) show 
the same quantity for ki = —0.32 fm“ ,^ which corresponds to a smaller neutron- 
target energy (39 MeV in the weakly bound system, 33 MeV in the tightly bound 
one). The agreement between the two potentials predictions is even better now 
for both binding energies. Thus no major differences are expected between these 
two potentials when inserted in eq. 2.101 for the knockout cross-section.
W hat happens when these terms are weighted by Ufg, a term  tha t does not 
depend on the optical potential? Fig. 4.3 shows Ui  ^ as a function of I2  in these 
cases. This calculation uses eq. 2.104 and therefore does not include any of 
the approximations of sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Fig 4.3 shows th a t Ui  ^ increases
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Figure 4.2: Terms involving the 5"-matrix for a) =  0 and binding energy 7.36 
MeV; b) /ci =  0 and binding energy 1.0 MeV; c) ki = —0.32 fm and binding 
energy 7.36 MeV and d) ki = —0.32 fm and binding energy 1.0 MeV. Red 
(black) lines are BB (JLM). Dashed lines correspond to |1 — long-dashed 
lines, to 1 — and full lines, to their sum.
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rapidly with I2  as higher values of I2  correspond to higher values of m 2 , and there­
fore a much bigger contribution from the Bessel function is expected. However, 
in the weakly bound system the small partial waves contribute relatively more 
than in the tightly bound one. This reflects the matching conditions imposed by 
the TC model [69, 21], so tha t a quick motion of the neutron in the initial state, 
by means of angular or linear momentum, yields also quick motion in the final 
state. When ki is modified the values of Ui  ^ are different but it is still true that 
the weakly bound system favours smaller partial waves.
0 .0 3
0.02
jQ
CO
cvj 0.01
3
Figure 4.3: Ui  ^ against I2 . Black (blue) line is for ki = 0 and 1.0 MeV (7.36 
MeV) separation energy. Yellow (brown) line is for ki = —0.32 and 1.0 MeV 
(7.36 MeV) of separation energy.
Figs. 4.4 plot Ui^\l — 5'i2p, and their sum as a function of
I2  for ki = 0 and ki = —0.32 fm“ F The areas under these curves each give 
one point in the momentum distribution. For both values of ki there appears 
a large difference between the weakly and the tightly bound system that comes 
almost exclusively from high partial waves. The subtle difference between the two 
potentials in high partial waves, almost invisible in Fig. 4.2, is magnified by the
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Figure 4.4: Each of the terms in the sum over I2  against I2  for a) ki = 0 and 
binding energy 7.36 MeV; h) ki = 0 and binding energy 1.0 MeV; c) ki = —0.32 
fm“  ^ and binding energy 7.36 MeV and d) ki = —0.32 fm~^ and binding energy 
1.0 MeV. Red (black) lines are BB (JLM). For dashed lines Ai^ =  |1 — 5^2P, for 
long-dashed lines =  1 — and for full lines, their sum.
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large Ui  ^ factors of Fig. 4.3. The difference depends on ki as well. Paradoxically, 
in general the stripping combination for the JLM potential is much larger than 
tha t of BB, even if the (n,n) reaction cross-section is bigger with BB. The reason 
for this is tha t Ui  ^ highlights the bigger partial waves, and in Figs. 4.2 the tail 
of JLM is always slightly bigger. The fact tha t the model is so sensitive to 
tiny details of the interaction is regarded as a signal of potential unreliability for 
tightly bound systems: in order to give reasonable results for knockout the model 
requires the core-target interaction with a degree of accuracy beyond tha t which 
can be input or known experimentally. Hence our conclusion is: a good optical 
potential must be chosen, but if the result is very sensitive to this choice, then 
the model may not be reliable. Of course the only way to check how sensitive the 
result is is to have two potentials tha t reproduce (n,n) data and see how far one 
can go in increasing separation energy, keeping agreement between them in the 
calculation of cross-section for breaimp. In this way a “range of applicability” 
can be estimated.
An optical potential must therefore be chosen. In this work JLM is preferred 
due to its better description of (n,n) (both reaction and total) cross-sections. 
Furthermore, the fact th a t JLM is derived from a microscopic nucleon-nucleon 
interaction provides, in our opinion, an important physical base. We point out 
tha t in reference [57] two different sets of parameters are proposed for neutron- 
target energies above and below 10 MeV. However, in this work only the high 
energy set is used. Our reason to do so is that, in the n J- ®Be system at low 
bombarding energy, the predictions for (n,n) scattering obtained by using the 
high energy set are in better agreement with experimental data [55]. Anyway, 
our predictions in this region are not very reliable, as discussed in Section 3.1.
Finally, let us compare the predictions of both potentials when inserted into 
the one-neutron knockout momentum distribution calculation. Fig. 4.5 shows 
the result for two different cases with different separation energies. They are 
both calculated in the M-function approximation developed in Section 4.2.2. The
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Figure 4.5: M-function approach of eq. 4.9 for one-neutron knockout cross- 
sections using the BB and JLM potentials for a) and b) “^^Si.
difference between the two optical potentials is small in the weakly bound system 
(^^C) as expected from the previous analysis, but noticeable if is increased 
(^^Si). In this particular case the integrated cross-section is not very different, but 
for a bigger Ci the potentials predict very different integrated cross-sections, and 
thus using cross-sections to deduce spectroscopic factors would be less reliable.
4.4 Exact calculation
In the literature [23, 25] the cross-section is always computed in the M- 
function approach of Section 4.2.2 or just taking the first term in the asymptotic 
expansion of the Bessel function. Section 4.2.1. Here the exact Bessel function 
of the spin-orbit independent approach of eq. 2.101 is calculated and compared 
to those existing approaches. In Section 4.6 the spin-orbit effect will be included 
by computing eq. 2.98.
In Fig. 4.6 the convergence of the calculations is plotted for two different 
reactions. The M-function approach, the expansions of the Bessel function to
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Figure 4.6: Convergence of different approximations to the exact value in the 
momentum distribution of cores after one-neutron knockout from a) and b) 
^^Si. The numbers on the legends indicate the degree to which the expansion of 
the Bessel function was approximated.
several orders and the exact Bessel function calculation are compared. It can be 
seen tha t the approximations are in maximum disagreement around ki = 0 , as 
they all assume rjb to be big, and in tha t region rj has its minimum. When ki 
grows all the approximations come together. The first conclusion is that the M- 
function is indeed a good approximation. It is slightly better in the more tightly 
bound system ^^Si, where it is very close to the third order in the asymptotic 
expansion. Although not very evident in this example, it is true for all the orders 
in the approximations tha t they are better for a bigger separation energy. Since 
the expansions are carried out assuming rjb to be big, anything that makes 77 
increase will make the approximations improve. Not only does 77 vary with k\, 
it is also different for systems with different separation energy, according to eq. 
2 .68 .
Another noticeable point is tha t the M-function has a tail at large k\ that is
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bigger than in the exact case. In order to understand this the nature of the M- 
function must be considered. As explained in Appendix B the M-function comes 
from expanding some of the factors in the square of the integral form of the Bessel 
function. The question of whether this approximation is bigger or smaller than 
the different asymptotic expansions depends on rj. Fig. 4.6 shows that when rj 
grows the M-function becomes the biggest, even bigger than the exact one.
0 .4
R ,= 6 .5 1  fm  
R j= 5 .9 5  fm
0.2
1 0 1 21
Figure 4.7: Momentum distribution of the cores for the two values of Rs 
discussed in the text.
The sensitivity to the strong absorption radius Rs, commented upon in Section
3.3, can now be checked. Fig. 4.7 shows the results obtained for the momentum 
distribution of the cores in the reaction for two different values of Rg’. one 
is 5.95 fm given by the calculation of I-Sctp while the other is 6.51 fm from eq.
3.3. As expected, a larger cross-section is obtained for the smaller value of Rs, as 
it excludes a smaller piece of the initial wave function. The area under the two 
curves differs by a factor of 0.52. As a change of 0.5 over 7 fm in Rg produces 
twice the integrated cross-section, it is clear that the reaction mechanism is very
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Figure 4.8: Elastic breakup and stripping contributions to the momentum distri­
bution of the cores. The parameters of these calculation are shown on Table 
4.1.
sensitive to this parameter and one must be extremely careful when choosing it 
if the absolute cross-section is of importance.
It is now worth examining the contributions of the elastic breakup and strip­
ping terms in Fig. 4.8. The first thing to mention is that both terms contribute 
significantly, and neither of them is dominant. Not surprisingly, the stripping 
contribution is bigger, as is well known [15]. In the region of negative ki the plots 
are not calculated beyond a certain value of ki. At that point kf = 0 has been 
reached, according to the relationship eq. 2.68. Beyond this value, the relative 
energy between the neutron and the target €f becomes negative, that corresponds 
to a transfer process. This point shows the limit between transfer and breakup 
reactions. The fact that the model predicts non-zero cross-section in the vicinity 
of the limit is investigated next.
Fig. 4.9 shows the contribution to the momentum distribution of the first
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Figure 4.9: Contribution of each of the terms of the sum over I2  of eq. 2.101 to 
the momentum distribution. The numbers on the legends indicate the value of 
the partial wave I2 .
eight neutron-target partial waves, i.e. the first eight terms of the sum over 
I2 . Even if the calculation is not very reliable at low neutron-target energy, the 
most relevant feature is the striking low energy peak oi I2  = 2. It corresponds 
to a neutron-target energy of around e/ =  5 MeV and explains the large cross- 
section for such a large value of the parallel momentum in Fig. 4.8. The peak is 
entirely due to the stripping term, and only appears in the second partial wave. 
A resonance in the ^°Be [70] level scheme can be the reason of this behaviour, 
although the energy at which this resonance appears here seems to be around 
four MeV above the energy expected from reference [70]. The presence of this 
resonance is not exclusive to JLM and appears also using the BB parametrisation. 
If this resonance affects the cross-section, only a reaction model where the energy 
dependence of the neutron-target interaction is included could describe it. At the 
opposite edge of the momentum distribution, it is clear that high partial waves
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the calculation of the momentum distributions. 
Eb is the beam energy and |ei| represents the separation energy of the removed 
neutron in the initial state, whose single particle angular momentum quantum 
numbers are Ij. The parameters of the function Pei are Rg  (strong absorption 
radius), and a (diffuseness). Q  stands for the bound state asymptotic normal­
ization constant.
Reaction Eb (MeV/A) |e,| (MeV) 4 Rs (fm) a (fm) Q  (fm-V2)
% e ("C ,'% )X 60 0.73 dsf2 5.95 0.65 0 .1 1
®Be(3^Si,33Si)X 70 7.36 <^ 3/2 6.91 0.75 3.30
®Be(“ C,“ C)X 54 1 .2 2 Sl/2 5.65 0.65 1 .1 1
®Be{i^C,“ C*)X 54 7.30 Pl/2 5.65 0.65 3.07
GBe(^^Be/°Be)% 60 0.50 <Sl/2 5.38 0.60 0.72
are responsible for the tail. Scattering states with high angular momentum do not 
contribute a lot in the most important energy region, around the beam energy, 
where their S'-matrix is close to unity. However, when the neutron-target energy 
increases their S'-matrix contribution starts to matter, giving rise to the tail of the 
momentum distribution as sketched in Section 2 .1 . Again, the energy dependent 
character of the neutron-target interaction is crucial to shape the momentum 
distribution. The experimental determination of whether the resonance in  ^ =  2 
in the n +  ®Be system affects one-neutron knockout reactions is important in 
order to determine the relevance of these energy dependent features.
4.5 Com parison w ith  expérim enta data
In this section eq. 2.101 is evaluated for several cases. The momentum distri­
butions, obtained as a function of ki, are then translated into the lab reference
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frame following the procedure developed in Section 2.5. Our results, plotted 
in Figs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 are scaled in magnitude in order to match 
the experimental points, although the values of the integrated cross-sections are 
commented below. Table 4.1 summarises the inputs that enter the calculations.
4.5.1 G?-states
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Figure 4.10: Momentum distribution of the cores in the ground state after 
one-neutron knockout from The data set is from [6 ].
We now address the calculations of one-neutron knockout cross-sections in the 
cases of and ^^Si. The calculation of the JLM optical potentials was discussed
in Section 3.4. Fig. 4.10 shows the experimental data for the momentum distribu­
tion of cores detected in their ground state. An integrated cross-section of 87
mb was obtained, not very far from that (53 mb) provided by eikonal theory [6 ]. 
It is also worth mentioning that the maximum of the momentum distribution lies 
at a value of parallel momentum which is slightly higher than that corresponding 
to beam velocity. Unfortunately the experimental accuracy in the measurements
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Figure 4.11: Momentum distribution of the ^^Si cores in their ground state after 
one-neutron knockout from ^^Si. The data set is from [7].
corresponding to the parallel momentum of Fig. 4.10 does not allow one, as yet, 
to question whether a momentum shift occurs or not.
The case of ^^Si (Fig. 4.11) is a different matter. Our calculation yields 31 
mb, almost a factor of 2 bigger than those 16 mb provided by Glauber theory [7]. 
The momentum distribution reproduces the data in the vicinity of the peak, and 
some asymmetry can be seen. However, the agreement between experiment and 
calculation quickly disappears when examining energies far from beam velocity, 
where the momentum distribution predicted by eq. 2 .1 0 1  falls more quickly than 
the experimental data, despite the overestimation of high momentum components 
discussed in Section 4.1. This could be due to the effect of the last term in eq. 
2.29, which has been shown to be opposite to that of the first term [2 1 ]. Another, 
deeper, explanation is that when the separation energy is increased then the 
bound state momentum distribution is wider and situations of high momenta 
are more reachable, thus the assumption of constant velocity for the core will be
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affected since the core-neutron relative motion becomes more violent. Finally it 
must be also pointed out tha t the neutron-core interaction is by no means weak 
now, hence the DWBA approach, on which the model is based, may not work. 
Therefore as nucleon separation energy increases the reliability of the predictions 
reduces to a more limited region around beam velocity.
4.5.2 s -  and p-states
In order to check not only d- but also s- and p-states, the removal of one- 
neutron from is examined [5]. The beam energy is now 54 MeV/A. 
is known to have a 1 / 2 '^  ground state with a neutron separation energy of 1 .2 2  
MeV. The core has an excited 1 “ state at 6.10 MeV, tha t can be populated by 
knocking out a neutron from the more tightly bound pi / 2  shell in When this 
happens the core returns to the ground state by emitting a 7 -ray, which can 
be detected in coincidence with the fragment (the angular dependence of this 7 - 
radiation will be studied in Chapter 6 ). In this way the momentum distributions 
of Fig. 4.12 were measured [5].
The asymptotic normalization constants used in the calculation were 1.12 
fm“ /^  ^ for the ground state and 3.07 fm“ /^  ^ for the excited state. They were 
obtained as described in Section 3.2. The strong absorption radius was taken 
to be 5.69 fm and the diffuseness, 0.65 fm, by the same arguments developed in 
Section 3.3. As stated above the neutron separation energy from the ground state 
is 1 .2 2  MeV, whereas for populating the 1“ excited state it is 7.32 MeV. In order 
to describe the neutron-target interaction the JLM potential was used. In this 
way an integrated single particle cross-section of 115 mb was found for the ground 
state, and 73 mb for the excited state. The agreement with the corresponding 
Glauber calculations of reference [5] for the ground state, 147 mb, is good, but 
in the more tightly bound excited state there is a factor of around 2 again (31 
mb in Glauber theory). Regarding the shape of the momentum distributions. 
Fig 4.12 shows our prediction and the experimental result. In the s-state the
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Figure 4.12: Our predictions along with the measured parallel momentum dis­
tributions of the cores after one-neutron stripping from a) cores in
their ground state O’*"; b) populating the excited state 1“ in The data set is
from [5].
asymmetry displayed by data is bigger than the one predicted by the model. 
The asymmetry has been successfully reproduced in CDCC calculations in [5], 
and can be explained by three-body dynamics, something that neither Glauber 
theory nor TO model can achieve. It is evident that the features of energy 
dependence in the neutron-target interaction and matching, that generate the 
asymmetry in the TC model, provide a momentum distribution which is less 
asymmetric than the experimental data in this case. Therefore three sources of 
asymmetry can be recognised: a) matching conditions derived in semiclassical 
models [69, 21]; b) energy dependence of the neutron-target interaction [67]; and 
c) three-body dynamics effects, tha t only arise in fully dynamic, e.g. CDCC, 
calculations [5]. But the problem of identifying under which circumstances each 
of them are relevant, or responsible for the asymmetry shown in the experimental 
data, remains an open question.
The excited state in '^^ C, Fig. 4.12 b), shows a similar agreement between
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our predictions and the experiment to that of '^^ Si (Fig. 4.11), both separation 
energies being very close. In both cases the TC model fails to predict the high 
core velocity end of the momentum distribution but works well around beam 
velocity. The region of agreement is wider in the case. This is so because the 
neutron angular momentum is smaller, therefore the momentum distribution is 
narrower, and the region of validity around the peak represents a bigger fraction 
of the total than for a d-state. The behaviour at low core momenta is, however, 
opposite to that of ^^Si. In the tail of the 1“ state theoretical prediction 
is longer than that of the data. This is in part due to the loss of validity of 
TC model in tightly bound systems far from beam velocity, discussed in section 
4.5. CDCC calculations of [5] seem to suffice to reproduce the tail, but CDCC 
does not include an energy dependent neutron-target interaction. In order to 
understand the origin of the asymmetry, an experimental answer to the question 
of whether the resonance discussed Section 4.4 matters or not is crucial.
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Figure 4.13: TC model prediction for the momentum distribution of ^°Be cores 
in their ground state after one-neutron knockout from ^^Be [5 ].
A similar case to that of the ground state of ^^C is ^^Be, whose breakup was
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also reported in [5]. ^^Be is a very weakly bound system, with a binding en­
ergy of only 0.5 MeV, angular momentum 1 / 2 +, and the first halo nucleus to 
be discovered [71, 72]. The beam energy was 60 MeV/A. In our calculation, the 
core-target interaction was characterised by a strong absorption radius of 5.38 fm 
and a diffuseness of 0.6 fm. The asymptotic normalization constant is 0.71. This 
gives a single particle cross-section of 165 mb, smaller than the 225 mb predicted 
by Glauber calculations. The diffractive contribution in the TC model is 95 mb, 
to be compared to the CDCC result of 115 mb [5], with which the agreement is 
good. The shape of the momentum distribution, in Fig. 4.13, presents the same 
features commented for the ground state of ^^C, although the agreement with the 
data is improved. This can be explained by taking into account th a t the sepa­
ration energy is now smaller, tha t makes the momentum distribution narrower. 
Therefore the region around beam velocity represents a bigger fraction of the 
momentum distribution. Moreover, the asymmetry observed in the experiment 
is smaller than before, and is not fully reproduced in the TC model.
4.6 Spin-orbit effects
This section is devoted to the effect of the neutron-target spin-orbit interaction 
in one-neutron knockout reactions. As discussed in Section 2.6, neglect of this 
interaction allows one to carry an analytic formalism further. In the literature 
[25], the spin-orbit interaction has been included in the TC model, but under the 
M-function approach of Section 4.2.2. In this work the calculation of eq. 2.98, 
tha t incorporates both a spin-orbit interaction and the full Bessel function, is 
performed.
The breakup of ^^Si and ^^C are now revisited taking into account this effect. 
Figs. 4.14 a) and b) show the parallel momentum distribution of the ^®C and 
^^Si cores, respectively, compared to the previous results of Fig. 4.6, in the exact 
Bessel function approach. The difference between the result of eqs. 2.98 and 2.101
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Figure 4.14: Momentum distribution of the core fragments with and without the 
spin-orbit interaction for a) and b) '^^ Si.
turns out to be small and within experimental error bars when studying absolute 
integrated cross-sections and spectroscopic factors. The difference reaches its 
maximum at beam velocity and is sizeable at low neutron-target energy, whereas 
it almost disappears when this energy is increased. The reason for this lies in the 
decreasing behaviour of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction as a function of 
incident energy (eqs. 3.14). In addition, an enhancement appears at low energy, 
which means tha t the effect of the resonance structure described in Section 4.4 
is emphasised by the spin-orbit force.
Fig. 4.15 displays the effect of the spin-orbit force on both stripping and 
elastic breakup contributions to the momentum distribution in the system. 
It is clear that most of the difference comes from the elastic breakup rather than 
the stripping, which is hardly affected out of the low-energy peak. This reflects 
the fact that the real part of the spin-orbit potential dominates over the imaginary 
part [61], hence the variation in the absorptive cross-section is much smaller.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of the spin-orbit force on the momentum distribution in the 
system. The calculation with (without) a spin-orbit interaction is in blue 
(green). Dashed (long-dashed) lines correspond to elastic breakup (stripping), 
whereas full lines are the sum of them.
4.7 Conclusions
Summarising, an examination of the sensitivity of the TC model to the phys­
ical inputs has been carried out, along with an improved numerical treatment of 
the cross-section, which enables us to check the accuracy of previous approxima­
tions. Our key results are:
1 . The key assumption of the model is the peripheral character of the reac­
tion, that allows us to replace the wave functions by their asymptotic forms. 
This assumption is better for more weakly bound systems. As the nucleon 
separation energy increases the accuracy required in the inputs makes the 
model potentially unreliable, and the validity of certain initial assumptions 
becomes questionable. An attem pt to improve this approximation con­
sistently cannot be addressed without reviewing the cornerstones of the
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model
2 . The neutron-target interaction should be treated as consistently as possible 
in terms of its ability to reproduce one-body data. If a tightly bound 
system is considered, then the results become more sensitive to details of 
this interaction, details th a t are not constrained effectively by experiments.
3. The core-target interaction, or more exactly the function Pei and the strong 
absorption radius, must be carefully chosen in a way consistent with nucleus- 
nucleus scattering. In general, a value of this parameter systematically 
smaller than the one deduced from low energy reactions (eq. 3.3) is sug­
gested in reactions involving beam energies above 20 MeV/A.
4. The TC model is numerically unreliable in the region of very high core par­
allel momentum. In the case of a ®Be target, a low-energy I = 2 resonance 
in the reaction cross-section affects the momentum distribution. Such res­
onances have been discussed before within this reaction model [73] and are 
currently under study [74].
5. The M-function approach of Section 4.2.2, usually undertaken in the liter­
ature, is a good approximation to the exact result, as are using the second 
and third orders in the expansion of the Krni-m2 Bessel function. All these 
calculations produce an asymmetry in the predicted momentum distribu­
tions.
6 . The TC model predicts th a t the maximum of the momentum distribution 
happens at a value of velocity slightly, but systematically, bigger than the 
beam velocity. This may be related to the assumption of infinite masses 
for the light ^Be targets, tha t violates energy and momentum conservation. 
This question should be addressed in the future.
7. The model provides explanations for the origins of asymmetry different 
from those of CDCC calculations. The problem of clarifying under which
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circumstances the energy-dependence of the neutron-target interaction is 
important is crucial to check quantitave predictions from the TC formalism.
8 . The difference between cross-sections and momentum distributions calcu­
lated with and without considering the spin-orbit force is mudi smaller 
than tha t introduced by the modification of some other ingredients of the 
model. The sensitivities discussed above are much more important than 
this spin-orbit effect.
Our next step is to address the application of the TC model to polarization 
problems in one-neutron knockout reactions. As will be shown, the calculation 
of analysing powers and 7 -ray angular distributions can be an additional source 
of spectroscopic information. Moreover, these observables provide more ground 
for the discussion of the sensitivities and the approximations explained above.
Chapter 5
A lignm ent in the initial state
The nucleon knockout cross-section has been studied in the previous chapters. 
Now we turn  our eyes to the study of polarization, problem tha t has been ad­
dressed within the formalism of the TC model for transfer reactions in reference 
[31]. In this Chapter a brief introduction to  polarization in nuclear reactions is 
given. We then study the effects of the non-random orientation of the total angu­
lar momentum of the projectile. Some insight is first shown from the expressions 
for the unpolarized cross-sections derived in Chapter 2. Then analytic expres­
sions for the analysing powers are derived, and checked in the approach of the 
exact Bessel function and tha t of its asymptotic expansions. The contributions 
of different initial angular momentum substates to the momentum distribution 
are presented, and how polarization affects the profiles, for two cases. Finally 
integrated cross-sections are computed. In this approach the intrinsic spin of the 
core will not be considered.
5.1 Describing polarization
In order to define and describe polarization let us consider first a system in a
80
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normalized state |0 )
l^> =  (5.1)i
where the <piS are a complete set of states tha t are the eigenfunctions of some 
operator(s). The expectation value of another operator O is
(O) =  (0 |O |0 ) =  Y^c*^Cj{(i>i\0\(f)j), (5.2)
ij
and the associated density matrix is defined as
P =  (5.3)
ij
SO tha t (O) can be written as
ij ij k r
= Yl'^(^r\(l>j)CjCl{(j)i\(t)k){(t>k\0\(t)r) = ^P rkO kr  = Tr(pO), (5.4)
kr ij kr
where the closure relation \4^k}(M ~  ^ kas been used.
In general, our knowledge of the system is much less complete than knowing
a 1$), i.e. we only know th a t there are certain probabilities p j  of finding the 
system in certain states |"^j). These 'ipj need not be eigenvalues of any operator, 
but could be expanded in the same basis as before, \ipj) — Y^k^jk\(/>k)' In this 
situation the state of the system cannot be expressed as a wave function or a linear 
combination of wave functions. However (O) can be calculated as an average of 
the individual expectation values, as
{ 0 ) a  — 'Y^Pj i '^ j l^ l '^j )  (5.5)
j
where o; denotes the state of the system, a mixed state [75] as opposed to a pure 
state like 0 . An expression for its density matrix can also be derived,
{0)a = Y .P j i ' ^ j l ^ W /  = J l P j ^ iP jO )  = Tr{Y,PjPjO), (5.6)
j  j  j
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from where,
=  (5.7)
3
Hence, in a mixed state an expression for the wave function cannot be written, 
but a density matrix can. In the nuclear reaction under study here the proba­
bilities Pj refer to the states of the orientation of the initial angular momentum 
of the projectile. The factor l / j f  of eq. 2.96 comes from an assumed random 
distribution over all possible rii substates, i.e. tha t the incoming beam is unpo­
larized. In tha t case all the probabilities pi are equal, Pi = 1/ji-  If this is not 
the case then each state Ui must be weighted with its particular probability pn^. 
This Pm 7  ^ l / j f  situation may occur in the fragmentation process tha t gives rise 
to the secondary beam [26, 27, 28] and the p^i’s are known to depend on the 
angle between the primary and secondary beams [48].
The way to express cross-sections in these circumstances is through the con­
cept of analysing powers, already seen in Section 3.5. It can be shown [75] tha t 
the polarized cross-section dp can be written as
=  +  (5.8)
kg
where a is the unpolarized cross-section, are the expectation values of the 
operators in the mixed state, where the r^g satisfy
{hn[\Tkq\jini) = {ji ni k q\ji n [ )k  (5.9)
The t^g are linear combinations of substate populations Pm defined before. The 
Tfcg are the components of the analysing power. They can be related to the 
probability amplitudes in the following way. Let us define the efficiency matrix 
as
=  J  (5.10)
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where the sum and integral are carried out over all the variables tha t are not 
measured in the experiment. Then
^kq = ^ni,n[
defines each analysing power in terms of
Tkq = Nkg/Noo, (5.11)
where k is the rank of the analysing power. As will be seen in this chapter, the 
TC model can provide us with expressions for analysing powers in terms of which 
core particle momentum distributions resulting from spin-polarized beams can be 
calculated.
It is important to distinguish between polarization and alignment The latter 
is a particular case of polarization when the probabilities verify Pm = P-m • This 
is the situation in our reactions, as is discussed below.
5.2 W hat to expect
It has already been predicted [46] tha t in transfer reactions the most important 
contributions to the cross-section come from configurations where the projectile 
angular momentum is perpendicular to the beam direction, i.e. from small val­
ues of |m i|. On the other hand, in nucleon knockout reactions it is the highly 
aligned configurations [14] th a t are favoured. The TC model allows us to check 
this difference directly by looking at the term  0 )|^, which measures the
importance of each |mi], and thus each polarization. Since =  \Yi^^rn\  ^ the
cross-section depends only on |mil, reflecting the fact th a t there is nothing in 
the reaction mechanism th a t distinguishes between backward and forward orien­
tations. In Fig. 5.1 111imi(AjO)P is displayed as a function of ki (with li — 2 ) 
for different values of |mi] for the ^^Si reaction. As seen in Chapter 2 , the rel­
evant values of ki in transfer are very negative, beyond ki = —1 fm " \ whereas
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Figure 5.1: The factor 0)p with /i =  2 as a function of ki for |m i| =  0,1
and 2. Pi is calculated according to eq. 2.53 for the ^^Si reaction.
breakup happens mainly around ki = 0. Fig. 5.1 shows tha t at the very left 
end of the curve mi =  0 dominates, as corresponds to transfer reactions. As 
ki approaches zero then the strongly aligned term |mi| =  2  becomes the most 
important, in agreement with what is expected. The branch of |m i| =  1 vanishes 
at k\ — 0 since y/,m(7r / 2 , 0 ) =  0 unless / +  m is even. There is another term, 
that depends on mi in eq. 2.101. The effect of the Bessel function 
is to favour high values of |mi — m 2 |, which are more available for bigger |m i|. 
This factor will therefore favour states with large values of |m i| in both transfer 
and breakup cases, and will push the dominance of those states further than is 
expected from Fig. 5.1. Transfer reactions were studied in [46] for heavy nuclei 
where the asymptotic expansion works much better, and where this additional 
Bessel function-driven effect is much less important.
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5.3 An expression for T20
The TC model was applied to polarization phenomena in [31] for transfer 
reactions. In order to calculate analysing powers for knockout, an efficiency 
matrix Rn^n[ (eq. 5.10) must be built,
where the probability amplitude T  is given by eq. 2.86. Here dk f  denotes inte­
gration over the directions of kf only. This expression is valid in an experiment 
where no measurements are made of the directions of the core momentum or the 
neutron momentum, but in principle the magnitude of the neutron momentum 
could be measured. In order to obtain the core parallel momentum distribution 
the transformation discussed in Section 2.5 must be carried out. When analysing 
powers for the integrated cross-section are discussed in Section 5.6, then a. J  dkf 
must be added in eq. 5.12.
The amplitude, eq. 2.86, is now substituted in eq. 5.12, resulting in
jç2 r ^  ^
^  J o  j  E  (^2 A s cj\j2  n 2 ){h m i s (r'\ji Ui)
c j2 n 2 m \m 2 c r '  X L h
X ( k  m2 S < j ' \ h
X 0 )1 ^*^2(/52, 0) {I2  X 's  a \j 2  M^(^i m[ s a"\ji n[)
X' L ' l '2
X { - i ) ’< rç „ ;(A ,o )y i.„ .(& ,o ) . (5.13)
Here, overall multiplicative factors have not been considered as they cancel out 
when taldng the ratio eq. 5.11. The integration over k / will provide a 
hence
^ 17%^ ^  ^  (^2 A s n |j2 n 2 ){li m i s a'\ji
o-j2n 2in i i n 2a 'X L I2
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X ( 2^ m2 S Cr |j2 ^2)TLmi — (/ I^j 0)^ 2Tn2 (^ 2> 0)
X Y  {h X s  a \j 2  n'^ 'jih m[ s a"\ji n[)(l2  m'^  s a”\j2
j'^ n'^ vn/^ m^a" L'
X (5.14)
Now the summation over a and A can be carried out obtaining and thus
^ 1»; =  ^ 2  J J 2  (^ 1 -5 ^ ' \h  m 2  s a '\j 2  712)j2n2mim2cr'Lh
X i“ ' - “ = îe«^ ''y i» ,-» ,(K )i< r^ ,_™ ,(,j6 )j,y ,(-i)™ D ,„,(A ,o)y ,:„ ,(/32 ,0 )
X y ]  (il m[ s a"\ji n'i)(i2 m '2 s a"\ji re2 )(-î)" ’î “'"’^ £'e~“ i'
•m\vn'^ a"L'
X (A , 0 )?z2s ( / ) 2 , o). (5 .1 5 )
Finally the integration over K  gives <^LL^<^mi-m2 ,? n ;-m 5^ and hence
^ r i i <  =  ^  Y  { h m i  s a' \ j ini ) [ l 2 m 2  s a'\j2 n 2 )L'^ \e^ ''^^ Ÿ\Ji^ jJ\^j2n2m\m,2(j'LI2
X |A:,ni-m2 W ) l ^ ^ ( i m i ( / ? 1 , 0) Y  (^ 1 mi -  m 2  ^  m '2 s a"\ji n'l)
7712 O'"
X (i2 m', s a"\h  n 2 ) ( - l) ’^ -"*^>)r™._„,+„-(A, 0 )y ,„ j (&, 0). (5.16)
By transforming the sum over L  into an integration over impact parameter h,
= J  dbbPei{b) Y  ( i^  ^ ^ ' \h  ^ i)%  m 2  s a '\j 2  ^ 2)Tn'^ j2n2miTn2cr'(j"l2
X \Kjji^-jn^{r]b)\ I(7(2^ 21 (/^i50)^ 27772(*^ 2 )0)(^i m i  — 777,2 +  777.2 s cr \ji n^)
X { k  m '2 S 0-"|i2 n2 ) ( - l ) ’""~”*"^mi-m2 +m4 (A , 0)^1,™-(&, 0), (5.17)
where overall multiplicative factors brought by the integral have been suppressed. 
The numerator of the analysing power of rank k and projection q is
Nkq =  Y  K;'i k q\ji n'i)Rn^ri[, (5.18)
tha t can be written in a more compact form as [44]
Nkq = j  dbbPelib) Y j  i - ^ m i-7 7 i2 (^ ^ )n '^ Z 2 j2 l^ ^ im i (/?1 j 0 )^ 2 m 2 (i^ 2 5  0 )
7712+77717712(2
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X 0)jf j^  Y  ( - l ) ^ y  (^1 +  ^ 3  ^2 “  mgjr -  p)
rphr] ^
X {r - p l i  - m i \ h  i]){h p I2  rri2 \k q)W{lil2 j i j 2 ]rs) <
where the phase factor G is
G — ^2 +  ^1 — 2 s — k — ni2  — 777-1 — Ç
and thus an expression for T^q =  Nkq/NoQ has been obtained.
I2  k h
h  h  r
s j i  h
(5.19)
(5.20)
At least a couple of properties of analysing powers can be checked. One refers 
to the fact tha t all directions are integrated over and the other is a consequence 
of parity conservation.
Since, after an integration over ky and K , there is no direction defined in 
our problem [75, 76], other than the incident beam direction (z-axis), the only 
non-vanishing analysing powers must have g =  0 . This is a natural consequence 
of the structure of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved in eq. 5.19. The 
relationships tha t projections must satisfy in eq. 5.19 are
77 +  7772 =  g 
—P — 777i =  77 
777-1 — 777-2 =  —P
but eqs. 5 .2 2  and 5 .2 1  lead to
- p  =  m i +  Ç — m 2
Thus g =  0 according to  eq. 5.23.
Now parity conservation is chedced. If the reiatioiisiiips
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(a a  b j}\c 7 ) =  (—!)“■'■'’ °(o — a b  — /3|c — 7 ) (5.25)
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and
YimilS, 0) =  (-l)™y,_™(/3,0) (5.26)
are replaced in all the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and spherical harmonics in eq. 
5.19, and then all the magnetic quantum numbers are renamed as rii —fii, 
cr' -cr', etc., then, since we obtain T^o =
(—l)^Tfco, tha t implies th a t k must be even [75]. In the <^3/2 cases under study 
here the only non-vanishing tensor analysing power is therefore T20.
In those situations where the spin-orbit force can be neglected, Ji^j^ ^  Ji  ^ and 
eq. 5.17 becomes
-  J  dbbPeiib) Y  (^ 1 77^1 « cr'\ji ni){l2  m 2  s a '\j 2  ^ 2)
m' j^2n2’m-Lm2a'a''l2
X I ATm; (r,&) I Ji; r y  (A , 0 ) % ^ 2  (A) 0) (f 1 mi -  m 2 +  m '2 s a"\ji n'l)
X [h m '2 s cr"b2 n 2 ) ( - l ) ’"^ - '"^ y ,:„ ,_ „ ,+ ^ (A , 0)yi2«i^(A, 0). (5.27)
As before, the sum over j 2  and U2  can be performed analytically, to give
-  J  dbbPei{b) Y  (^1 ^  rii)\Km^^rn2{'nb)\'^\Ji i22 I
mim2(j'a"l2
X 0 )1 % :^ ,(A , 0 ) |'(f i m i s cr"bi n[). (5.28)
Substituting in 5.3 and carrying out the algebra, the numerator of Tko becomes 
iV ,o -  JdbbPeiib) Y .
mini2l2
X (^1 m i k 0|Zi sfc)A:. (5.29)
The denominator of T20 is similar to eq. 5.29, but with k = 0, which makes 
it resemble the unpolarized cross-section. The presence of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient (A m i k  0 | i^ m i), involving only orbital angular momentum quantum 
numbers is a consequence of our neglect of the spin-orbit force. If the orientation 
of the angular momentum is to m atter then it must be due to orbital angular 
momentum as intrinsic spin has been removed from the Hamiltonian.
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The same expansion of the Bessel function as in Section 4.2.1 can now be 
carried out. It is important to note tha t an approximation, like the first order in 
the Bessel function, tha t decouples m i and m 2 leads to a rather simple expression 
for T20, tha t is
rp _  W { l i j ih j i ] s k )k j : ^ ^ { k  m i k 0 |Zi m i)|>l,^,(/?i, 0 )p
This is very easy to evaluate at A;i =  0, where cos^i =  0. By replacing the exact 
values of the Racah coefficients [77] the value is T2 o{ki = 0) — 1/2 for both ds/ 2  
and Ps/ 2  states. In sections 5.4 and 5.6 the accuracy of these approximations will 
be discussed.
5.4 Polarized m om entum  distributions
Now tha t all the theoretical approaches have been developed, calculations in 
real cases can be carried out in order to compare these approximations. In this 
section the single nucleon knockout reactions of ^^Si and are revisited from 
the polarization point of view. Fig. 5.2 shows calculations of T20 as a function 
of p\\ for these cases in several degrees of approximation. The inputs to these 
calculations were as stated in Table 4.1. Unlike the unpolarized cross-section, 
the analysing power peaks at the value of parallel momentum corresponding to 
ki = 0, and decays as \ki\ grows, becoming negative, although it is positive 
in the region of large cross-section. In order to understand this behaviour, the 
polarized momentum distributions must be examined. T20 allows us to calculate 
what fraction of the total cross-section is due to each angular momentum substate, 
or, in other words, what cross-section would result from an incoming beam with 
a single non-vanishing pn^ = 1 and the others equal to zero. For initial ds/ 2  states 
these polarized cross-sections are [76]
<^3/2 —  c ( f  +  ^ 2 0 ) }
(R/2  =  <7‘(1 — T20), (5.31)
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Figure 5.2: T20 as a function of the parallel momentum of the core in several 
approximations for a) and b) '^^ Si induced reactions.
where 0-3/2 (0 1 / 2 ) denotes the polarized cross-sections due to initial states with 
rii = ± 3 /2  {rii = ± 1 /2), and a is the unpolarized cross-section addressed in the 
previous chapters. Eqs. 5.31 are a particular case of eq. 5.8 when only one of 
the angular momentum projections is present, and they provide an expression to 
calculate polarized cross-sections. It is obvious now that T2 0  > 0 favours 0-3/2 . 
The result of this polarized cross-section calculation is displayed in Fig. 5.3. It 
is the same as calculating the unpolarized cross-section with a fixed rii. Each 
polarized cross-section is given by the respective term of the sum over rii of eq. 
2.98.
The first thing to point out in Fig. 5.3 is that, for a given nucleus, there 
is a large difference between 0-3/2 and 0-1/2 in all the approximations, and that 
the contributions from the more aligned 0-3/2 is much bigger, as predicted in 
Section 5.2. The ai / 2  almost vanishes at A:i =  0, as it corresponds to a situation 
where, classically speaking, the neutron would be orbiting in a plane that contains 
the beam direction, as sketched in Fig. 5.4, thus it could not have a small
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Figure 5.3: Polarized cross-sections a) 0-3/2 ’^^ C, b) 0-1/2 in c) 0-3/2 in “^^Si
and d) 0-1/2 in “^^Si.
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linear momentum in tha t component. On the other hand, in 0 ^ / 2  the angular 
momentum is more nearly parallel to the beam direction, therefore the neutron 
orbits in a plane perpendicular to it. Thus it can contribute to the cross-section 
for small parallel momentum, in /ci =  0. In this sense the states with |t7.i| =  3/2 
are “more aligned” than those with \rii\ = 1/2. This situation is more clear if 
the spin is completely neglected and the projections of can only be 0 , 1 , 2 ... In 
th a t case the n i =  0  cross-section vanishes exactly in fci =  0 , as has been shown 
in [14] using Glauber theory.
For a given nucleus. Fig. 5.3 also shows how different approximations work 
for each polarized cross-section. The agreement between them all in cti/ 2  is as­
tonishing, and is much better than in the unpolarized case, whereas in <73/2 their 
agreement is worse. It can be stated th a t the approximations made affect almost 
exclusively the highly aligned configurations. In order to understand this the 
asymptotic expansion of eq. 4.4 must be studied. For simplicity only the terms 
with m 2  ~  0 will be considered. The zeroth order corresponds to
(5.32)
whereas the first order is
+  (5.33)
In eq. 5.32 there is no distinction at all between different values of m i, whereas 
eq. 5.33 has a term  with mf tha t clearly emphasises the importance of higher 
values of |m i|. This emphasis is even bigger in the second order because this 
term  incorporates a factor mf. Therefore the nature of the approximations is to 
equalise the contributions of different m i. That is why they all agree much better 
for low projections.
W hat about the differences and similarities between the two nuclei? In a 
more weakly bound system the neutron spends more time far from the core, 
thus the classical picture of Fig. 5.4 has more validity. In the more tightly
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a)
b)
Figure 5.4: Sketch of the state of rotation of the neutron (n) around the core (c), 
with angular momentum j i ,  from a classical point of view: a) in a poorly aligned 
initial state the plane tha t contains the orbit of the neutron contains also the 
beam velocity v; |n i|, the projection of j i  onto v, is small; b) in a highly aligned 
initial state the plane of the orbit is perpendicular to the beam velocity; now j i  
and V  are parallel, thus the modulus of their projection onto one another, |n i|, 
is big.
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bound case the neutron is more localised most of the time and the idea of orbit 
makes less sense. This picture cannot explain the fact th a t ai / 2  does not fall 
so much at — 0  in the ^^Si case, and the relationship between angular and 
linear momenta (made through the concept of a planar orbit) does not hold here. 
Besides, the approximations converge more rapidly in the more tightly bound 
system, as exposed in Section 4.5.
5.5 A lignm ent at beam  velocity
An interesting feature of eq. 5.29 is tha t it becomes much simpler when 
studying phenomena around the beam velocity. That corresponds to the region 
0 Î ki = 0 , or, in other words, the centre of the momentum distribution, where 
the model works better. Under this condition rj c=t cos /?i 0 and cos ^ 2  — 1,
thus eq. 4.13 holds. The ^'-matrix dependence is decoupled from m i  as discussed 
in Section 4.2.3. But unlike there, this dependence becomes a factor tha t cancels 
out in the numerator and denominator of the analysing power. More explicitly,
Nko = m i k 0 | i^ mi)mi
/ dbbP^{b)\K^,{jib)\\ (5.34)X
Then, by calling
Vrmili) = I  dbbP^(,b)\K,„^{'Yib)\\ (5,35)
which satisfies Vmii'yi) = V_mi(7 i), ? 2o becomes
_  _  M/(WiWi;62)2Emi |}zimi(7r/2,0)|^(^i mi 2 0|/i
This is independent of the neutron-target interaction, and much simpler in prac­
tical cases because F/m,(7r /2 , 0) is non-zero only when I p m  is even. For example,
if Zi =  1 , since
(1  1 2  0 |1  1 ) =  (1  - 1 2  0 |1  -  1 ) =  Æ  (5.37)
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even the dependence on Vmxi'Ji) vanishes, resulting, for j i  = 3/2,
_  PF(1 3/2 13 /2 ; 1/2 2)2(1 1 2 0|1 1) _  1 
“  W"(l 3/2 1 3/2; 1/2 0) 2 '  ^ ^
At this point the TG model predicts T20 =  1 / 2  for pg/2  states regardless their 
separation energy or any other parameter. For dz/ 2  states eq. 5.36 yields
_  2W(2 3/2 2 3/2; 1/2 2) ( -  j i f \ / f ^ o (7 i) \
”  M/(2 3/2 2 3/2; 1/2 0) (  ) '   ^  ^ ^
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient now introduces a different sign tha t retains the 
dependence on the V ’s. However, as the Bessel functions grow quickly with their 
order, we may consider th a t V2 (7 i) > >  V0 (7 i), in which case
2iy(2 3/2 2 3/2; 1/2 2) /2 
“  W{2  3/2 2 3/2; 1 / 2  0) V 7  ^  ^ ^
It is clear now that the first order approximation to the Bessel expansion may 
lead one to think tha t both dg/2  and ps/2  systems have the same analysing power 
at beam velocity, as seen in Section 5.3, whereas an exact treatm ent of the Bessel 
function shows the difference between them. In the reactions of ^^Si and 
examined here, and with the corresponding values of strong absorption radius, 
diffuseness and separation energy, the results obtained are, respectively, 0.79 and 
0.93. The difference between them and the 1 found above comes from the con­
tribution of Vo along with the fact tha t cos p 2  is small but not zero. Under these 
conditions a measurement of T20 at beam velocity would allow one to distinguish 
between P3/2 and dg/2  states.
5.6 Polarized tota l cross-sections
The effect of polarization on the integrated cross-section is now discussed. 
The experiments under study are now those in which the final momentum of 
the fragments are not measured, and are summed over. As said in Section 5.3, 
Rn:i^ n\ Hiust be integrated over all but the rii labels. Let the analysing power
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in this situation be called inclusive and denoted TJo- Therefore %  is not the 
area under the curves in Fig. 5.2, but the result of integrating both numerator 
and denominator separately. In this case the asymptotic expansion discussed in 
Section 5.3 can be applied (not the analytical form eq. 5.30). Table 5.1 presents 
the results obtained for the and ^^Si cases in the different approximations.
The first thing to mention is tha t Igo can reach a significant fraction of its 
maximum value, 1. Therefore polarization in fragmentation reactions could yield 
noticeable differences from the unpolarized case, and could lead to incorrect theo­
retical predictions, if unaware of it, as shall be discussed at the end of this section.
Table 5.1: Values of %  for one-neutron knockout from and ^^Si in several 
approximation schemes.
Approximation T^q
17c ^S i
0 th  order -0.37 -0.03
1st 0.03 0.24
2 st 0 .2 1 0.33
3st 0.26 0.37
Exact 0.36 0.41
As in the previous section, the predictions of the different approximations are 
worse than for the unpolarized cross-section, in contrast with the results of Fig. 
4.6 for the unpolarized momentum distribution. Here it is more evident tha t the 
approximations are more reliable for more tightly bound systems. In conclusion, 
these polarization observables provide a significant additional check tha t tests 
the theory in a deeper way than  the unpolarized cross-section calculation. It has 
been shown th a t approximations which agree in the unpolarized cross-section do
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not in the analysing powers.
In [32] a preliminary calculation of using Glauber Theory for the stripping 
piece of the ^^G reaction gave a result of T20 =  0.23. The TG model gives 0.35 
(only the stripping contribution). This suggests tha t the matching conditions 
present in the TG model predict a more important alignment effect.
In order to illustrate a possible application of these results, the polarization 
effects will next be estimated. In [26] examples are presented where polarization 
after fragmentation reactions could reach 20%. Let us now imagine that the ^^Si 
beam was 2 0 % aligned, i.e.
Ps/2 — Pi/2 — g- (5.41)
Therefore ps / 2  = 3/5 and p i /2  =  2/5. If %  =  0.4 as shown in Table 5.1, then 
crg/2  =  1.4 (7 and ai / 2  = 0.6 <7 , hence the polarized cross-section is
^poi _  —0-^j^ -|_ —(71 /2  =  — 1.4 <7 "b — 0.6 O' = 1.08 O'. (5.42)
0 ' 5 0  o
Therefore a calculation tha t ignored the polarization would have an error of
8 %, even if it describes perfectly the unpolarized cross-section. This may lead to
some deviations from experimental data and deduced spectroscopic factors.
5.7 Sensitiv ity  to  th e inputs
As was done in Ghapter 4 for the unpolarized cross-section, let us now study 
how sensitive the analysing powers are to input parameters. In Section 4.5 a high 
sensitivity to the strong absorption radius Rs was found. In order to check this 
effect in polarization phenomena, Tgo bas been calculated in the breakup of ^^G 
for the values of Rs = 5.95 and Rs = 6.51 fm. The results in Table 5.2 show a 
much smaller sensitivity in T^q than  in the unpolarized cross-section, in all orders 
of approximation. Since tensor analysing powers are just a ratio of cross-sections. 
Table 5.2 indicates th a t the sensitivity is essentially cancelled out in the ratio.
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Table 5.2: Values of T^q for for the two values of Rs under examination.
20
Approximation Rs = 5.95 fm Rs — 6.51 fm
0 th  order -0.37 -0.35
1st 0.03 0 .0 1
2 st 0 .2 1 0 .2 2
3st 0.26 0.27
Exact 0.36 0.32
BB
JLM
0 .5
20
- 0 .5
p., (deV/c) 12.1 12.2
Figure 5.5: Too in the '^^ Si case calculated with both JLM and BB potentials. 
The calculation is performed in the full Bessel function approach.
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Table 5.3: Values of TgQ for using the JLM and BB optical potentials in 
several approximations.
Approximation T20
JLM BB
0 th  order -0.03 -0 .0 1
1st 0.24 0.26
2 st 0.33 0.35
3st 0.37 0.38
Exact 0.41 0.39
In Chapter 4 the effect of the optical potential was examined too, and shown 
to be of importance in the calculation of both total cross-sections and momen­
tum  distributions, especially in more tightly bound systems like '^^Si. A similar 
calculation has been carried out for T^ o- Fig- 5.5 displays a comparison between 
the results for both potentials in the '^^Si +  ^Be reaction for T20, in the full Bessel 
function approximation. Again the sensitivity or disagreement between potentials 
is removed in the analysing power.
Finally Table 5.3 shows %  for '^^ Si in several orders of approximation for 
both potentials. Once again the results are very close and indicate a much smaller 
degree of accuracy required in selection of the inputs of the model when addressing 
the calculation of analysing powers than in the unpolarized cross-section case. As 
was discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.6, the question of approximations to the Bessel 
function becomes much more important.
5.8 Spin-orbit effects
As in Section 4.6 for the cross-section, we now investigate the effect of the 
inclusion of the spin-orbit force in the calculation of analysing powers. This
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Figure 5.6: T20 against the parallel momentum with and without the neutron- 
target spin-orbit force, in the '^^Si case.
means we use eq. 5.17 rather than  eq. 5.29.
Fig. 5.6 shows T^ o in the ^^Si case against the parallel momentum of the 
^^Si cores, with and without the neutron-target spin-orbit interaction. The sim­
ilarity is quite remarkable and will induce a minimal effect on the polarized 
cross-sections. Throughout this work everything points in the direction of the 
tensor analysing power being an observable whose calculation can be achieved 
up to a good degree of accuracy, without significant sensitivity to the different 
ingredients on their own.
To add one more point to this argument, %  have been calculated including 
the spin-orbit force. These results are shown on Table 5.4 and can be directly 
compared to those of Table 5.1. They are also very similar.
5.9 Conclusions
In this Chapter the TC model has been applied to the calculation of spin 
observables and polarization phenomena in one-neutron knockout reactions have
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Table 5.4: values of Tgo when the spin-orbit force is included in several approxi­
mations.
Approximation T20
17q
0 th  order -0.38 -0.04
1st 0 .0 2 0 .2 2
2 st 0 .2 0 0.32
3st 0.26 0.36
Exact 0.35 0.39
been studied, with the following conclusions:
1. The formalism necessary for the calculation of analysing powers in one- 
neutron knockout reactions has been established in the context of the TC 
model.
2 . Analysing powers have been calculated and shown to reach large fractions 
of their maximum value, what could introduce sizeable corrections in cross- 
section calculations.
3. Approximations over the probability amplitude tha t work correctly in the 
calculation of unpolarized cross-sections have been shown to affect different 
angular momentum substates in different manners, what has certain impact 
on analysing powers. A full Bessel function calculation is required in order 
to obtain an accurate analysing power.
4. Reciprocally, the choice of strong absorption radius, which is very impor­
tan t in unpolarized phenomena, does not affect analysing powers remark­
ably. The same statement holds for the optical potential th a t describes the 
neutron-target interaction.
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5. The value of T20 at beam energy is particularly easy to calculate and could 
be used to assign quantum numbers, if measurements of it were available.
Chapter 6
Core substates populations
The formalism of the TC model for polarization phenomena, developed in 
Chapter 5, enables us to address not only the effects of the alignment of the 
to tal angular momentum in the incident projectile (analysing powers), but also 
effects due to the non-random orientation of the intrinsic angular momentum of 
the residue produced in the reaction. This is an aspect of polarization to which 
a good deal of experimental consideration is being given, for example, at MSU 
[30, 29, 4]. Therefore, the predictions of the TC model for polarization may 
be tested. In this chapter the populations of the different core substates are 
calculated, following the framework of Chapter 5, for the "^^ Si +  ®Be system. The 
problem of a core left in an excited state is then addressed. The subsequent 7 - 
ray angular distributions are discussed. Finally, the simplification of the problem 
when measuring events only at beam velocity is presented.
6.1 Populations of core substates
When the core has a non-vanishing intrinsic angular momentum A it may 
happen tha t after the reaction some orientations are favoured. In fact, this can 
be predicted from the results of Chapter 5, where it was shown th a t highly aligned 
to tal angular momenta contribute more. To achieve this every intrinsic spin and
103
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Figure 6 .1 : Populations of the core ground state angular momentum substates in 
the '^^ Si reaction: a) |ed =  1/2, b) |ed =  3/2.
orbital angular momentum vector that couples to the total must also be highly 
aligned. Therefore, with €c being the projection of I c  on the z-axis, cores emerging 
with high values of Sc are expected. In order to carry out these calculations each 
of the terms of the sum over Cc in eq. 2.97 is considered. Each population w(ec) 
is then proportional to the probability
P(^c) = J  bPel(b) (^1  ^ fn)
l2,j2,m2,Ti2,Tn!2,ni,mi,a' ,a'' ,en,t'n 
X ( / „  I c  ^ c \ j l  n i ) { l 2 7722 S a ' \ j 2 722) | ( t /6 )  ^
X ( A i  0)^2m2 0 ) (Zi 7721 -  7722 +  S e'J {In  6  ^ 4  ^ d /l 72i)
X  (Z2 5 yd;2 0)yi,m^(/32, 0). (6.1)
Neglecting the neutron-target spin-orbit interaction, whose effect has been shown 
to be small, some of the sums can be carried out analytically, and w { € c )  becomes
W{e,) CX I  dhP,,{b) Y ,
l2m\Tn2
X 1 ^ 2 7 7 1 2 ( ^ 2 , 0 ) 1 ^  ^ ( / i  772i k  0 | / i  7 7 2 i ) ( / c  tc k  0 | A  € c ) W { l i I J i R , :  sk)  
k
X  ji^') ( - 1 ) \  (6.2)
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The absolute normalization will be taken care of later by dividing by =
The above calculation is presented here in Fig. 6 .1  for the ^^Si reaction. The 
calculations, as a function of the core intrinsic spin substates, present the same 
features as those noted as a function of the total angular momentum: a big 
difference between the contributions from |ed — 1/2 and |ed == 3/2, and a better 
behaviour of the approximations in |ed =  1 / 2 .
This method could be applied to calculate the polarization of the reaction 
products, and hence beams of known polarization tha t could be used as a “tertiary 
beam” on a target.
6.2  7-ray angu lar d istr ib u tio n s
As seen in Section 4.5 for the reaction, sometimes the core can be left in 
an excited state [6 , 7]. To understand how core excited states are produced let 
us consider a shell-model single particle level scheme, based on a Wood-Saxon 
potential with spin-orbit coupling, as shown in Fig. 6.2 b) [78]. ^^Si is known
[79] to have an excited state at 1,01 MeV and another one at 4.32 MeV (Fig. 6 .2  
a)). According to the single particle level scheme, so far the stripped neutron has 
been considered to originate from the ds/ 2  shell, as it corresponds to the neutrons 
in the valence shell of ^^Si. In tha t case the ^^Si residue has A =  3/2. This is the 
situation studied above. The neutron removal from the 6 ,5 / 2  shell of the 0+ ^^Si 
ground state is now addressed, in which case the residue has A — 5/2. The ^^Si 
nucleus is left in an excited state. This may then decay to the 3/2+ ^^Si ground 
state via 7 -emission.
The angular distribution of 7  radiation from the excited state decay is known 
to depend on the orientation of the angular momentum of the emitting object
[80]. In the nuclear reactions under study here the emitting object is the core, 
and the orientation of its angular momentum A is given by the populations of the
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Figure 6 .2 : a) Experimental level scheme for ^^Si [79]. b) Single-particle level 
scheme of the (twenty) neutrons of ^^Si [78].
different substates Cc, calculated in Section 6 .1 . Fig. 6.3 shows the populations of 
the different core substates €c for the ^^Si fragment in a 5/2+ excited state, that 
has an excitation energy of 4.32 MeV [7]. The calculation is carried out in the 
exact Bessel function approach. The most important population is the one in the 
most aligned state as has been discussed above. These populations are inputs 
to the calculation of the 7 -ray angular distributions [29, 81]. In reference [80] 
an expression for the probability of emission of photons of any polarization, and 
wave vector k,  in the rest frame of the emitting body, is found by semiclassical 
arguments. This is
f ( k )  =  A t  E  q L' -  q\K  0)
KLL'nir'q
X W ( I J c L L ' - , K i r ) q ’’* ’' \ l c \ \ T l \ \ i n  { h \ \ T i : \ \ i n \  (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: Populations of the angular momentum substates of the ^^Si (5/2+, 
Ex =  4.32 MeV) fragments.
where corresponds to the ground state core angular momentum, and 
B k { I c )  =  K  0|/c e c ) . (6,4)
The quantities w{ec) are the calculated populations of each substate. The re­
duced matrix elements of the electromagnetic transition operators {Ic\\Tl\m ^) 
and {Ic\\Tl'f\m^) are assumed here to be unity. If only one transition (E2, Ml...) 
is considered, then this approximation does not affect the result as no cascade 
or 7 -ray angular correlations are studied here, just the relative intensities. But 
obviously, in a calculation eq. 6.3 more accurately, some structure information 
is needed in order to know the reduced matrix elements. In this work, in the 
absence of experimental data, only one multipole transition is assumed in each 
calculation.
If all the substates were equally populated the resulting radiation would be 
isotropic. Anisotropy is therefore a signal of the non-uniform distribution of the 
populations, i.e. an alignment [30, 29]. The areas under the curves in Fig. 6.3
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Figure 6.4: 7 -ray angular distribution from the ^^Si {5/2^,Ex = 4.32 MeV) state 
considering a) E2 and b) M l transitions. 6 cm is the angle of the emitted radiation 
in the rest frame of the residue. The momentum acceptance A is given in fm“  ^
around k\ =  0, —A < k i  < A. The intensities have been scaled to be 1 at zero 
angle.
are the populations w{ec) in eq. 6.3.
At this point some experimental conditions can be considered. Experimen­
talists are able to determine the parallel momentum of the particles detected 
[30, 29], and so the range of detected momenta, or momentum acceptance, can be 
varied. If only a narrow window around the beam velocity is measured, since in 
that region the difference between populations is bigger (Fig. 6.3), the radiation 
detected will be strongly anisotropic, whereas a wider momentum acceptance will 
lead to more uniform radiation distributions, as has been observed in [4]. Fig. 
6.4 shows the angular distributions calculated using the TC model populations 
of Fig. 6.3, for three different values of the momentum acceptance. In both E2 
and M l transitions, our results concur with these expectations: the narrower 
the window, the bigger the difference between populations, and the stronger the
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anisotropy.
6.3 Populations at beam  velocity
In the same way as when studying the alignment of the to tal angular mo­
mentum, in Section 5.5, eq. 6 .2  also becomes much simpler in the region around 
ki = 0 , i.e.
w{ec) oc ^  k 0 |Zi m i)(/c k 0 \lc e c )W (k lji ln , sk)mi k
X P  ( - 1 ) " / db (6.5)
Upon introducing the V ’s defined in eq. 5.35, and having omitted the sum over 
since this cancels out when normalizing, the populations can be written as
iu{6 c) oc ^ |y j , ^ , ( 7r / 2 , 0 ) |V ^ ,( 7 i ) ^ ( Z i  m i k 0 | i^ m i)(/c  k 0 | 4  e jmi k
X P  ( - 1 ) \  (6.6)
or, normalizing, the relative populations are
w{ec) =  -^X ^l^Zim i(7r/2,0)|V ^,(7i)X ^(/i mi k 0 |Zi m i)(/c Cc ^ 0 |4  e j* mi k
X W {hI„ hI„ -,sk)W (IJ„ IJ„ -,jik)k '^  { - 1 ) \  (6.7)
where
( '\\Ic—jl+h—S+2In f
N =  ^ ’ ---------- ^ E l> ^ .m ,(ir/2 ,0 )|V „ ,(7 i). (6 .8 )4  mi
Fig. 6.5 shows the 7 -ray angular distribution from the excited cores from the 
predictions of eq. 6.7 for the populations a t beam velocity. As discussed in [4], the 
shape of the angular distributions can provide information about the quantum 
numbers of the excited states of the core.
Our results agree qualitatively with references [30, 29] in terms of relation 
between anisotropy and momentum acceptance, and also in the shape of the
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Figure 6.5: 7 -ray angular distributions produced by different assumed core tran­
sitions when considering a very narrow momentum acceptance around ki = 0 . 
The l / ’s in eq. 6.7 were calculated with the parameters of ^^Si.
angular distributions. There the populations are calculated with the formulas 
derived in [35] for s- and p- states, and with those of [64] for d-states. However, 
the populations predicted in [35, 64], under the high energy approximations of 
Section 4.2.3, would only agree with ours in the limit of ki ~  0, i.e. when the 
momentum acceptance is very small around beam velocity. When the acceptance 
is widened, the asymmetry effects discussed in this work will appear, and the 
predictions of the TC model for the populations will differ from those of the high 
energy approximation. The question of how important this difference is, and 
whether it affects the identification of transitions, remains an open question and 
will need to be addressed in the future.
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6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the predictions of the TC model for the populations of core 
substates have been discussed. Our conclusions are:
1 . Core substates whose angular momentum projections are parallel to the 
beam direction are favoured. This could be used to produce “tertiary 
beams” of known polarization.
2. When the core is left in an excited state, the predictions of the TC model 
for associated 7 -ray angular distributions are in qualitative agreement with 
related studies [30, 29], and could be used to extract information about core 
populations from experiment.
3. At beam velocity, the calculation of core populations is remarkably simple, 
providing a possible tool for the identification of the angular momentum 
quantum numbers involved in the transitions th a t give rise to the 7  rays.
4. Differences in the predictions of core populations between the TC model 
and high energy approaches, and their comparison with experiment, could 
be used to test the predicted asymmetric features of the TC model.
Chapter 7
Sum m ary and Conclusions
In this work one neutron knockout reactions from a light target have been 
studied within the Transfer to the Continuum model. The reaction mechanism 
has been developed and examined from the origins of the model for transfer 
reactions. The sensitivities of the cross-section and the shape of the fragment 
momentum distributions to the different inputs to the model, along with the 
effect of the neutron-target spin-orbit interaction, have been checked. Then the 
formalism for the calculation of analysing powers was developed and applied 
to several reactions, along with predictions for 7 -ray angular distributions from 
excited fragment decay. The main conclusions are summarised below.
The TC model is based on the assumption of peripheral collisions, when only 
the tails of the stripped nucleon wave functions are probed and therefore the 
core-neutron and neutron-target potentials can be assumed not to overlap dur­
ing the process. This approximation works well in weakly bound systems, where 
these tails are very extended. An attem pt to improve this asymptotic approxi­
mation requires the introduction of new terms in the expression for the reaction 
probability amplitude. Such a study is left for further investigation.
For more tightly bound systems, the sensitivity to the optical potential tha t 
describes the neutron-target interaction is significant and the optical potential 
needs to be known extremely accurately, more so than can reasonably be con­
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strained by experiment. We find tha t two optical potentials, th a t predict similar 
one-body scattering cross-sections, may yield different results when inserted in 
the knockout calculation (Section 4.3). Our estimation is that, for beam energies 
between 40 and 100 MeV/A, the model is not reliable for separation energies 
above 1 0  MeV for the calculation of to tal cross-sections, and hence for deducing 
spectroscopic factors.
Another important sensitivity in the cross-section is to the choice of the strong 
absorption radius, tha t parametrises the core-target interaction. This applies also 
to weakly bound systems. In Section 4.4 we found tha t a change of one fermi 
in seven can introduce a factor of nearly two in the integrated cross-section. In 
knockout calculations, we must therefore be extremely careful when parametrising 
the core-target absorption, or
In the literature [25, 6 8 , 33] the cross-section has been calculated by applying 
a number of approximation schemes for the probability amplitude, due to the 
wish for analytical reduction within the model. In this work new calculations of 
cross-sections in an approach th a t does not make such approximations have been 
carried out and compared to those of the previous approaches (Section 4.4). The 
previously-used approximations are shown to work well, affecting the total cross- 
section less than the sensitivity to  the other physical inputs mentioned above.
We have also addressed the question of polarization, with the purpose of 
calculating analysing powers, and to  assess those sensitivities found in the un­
polarized cross-section. Formalism for the calculation of tensor analysing powers 
and polarized cross-sections has been presented in Section 5.3. The expressions 
derived were evaluated in some test cases (Section 5.6), showing tha t analysing 
powers can reach a significant fraction of their permitted maximum values. They 
could thus play a role in the accurate evaluation of integrated cross-sections for 
secondary beams of polarized ions.
The observed sensitivities are less in the analysing powers. Our results (Sec­
tion 5.7) show only small changes with the strong absorption radius or neutron-
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target interaction. The bigger changes, discussed above, are cancelled when tak­
ing the ratio between cross-sections. Unlike the unpolarized cross-section, this 
insensitivity makes the model especially reliable for the calculation of polariza­
tion phenomena. We show that analytical reductions can be carried a lot further 
in the case tha t one detects cores with energy close to the beam velocity (Section
5.5).
On the other hand, the different approximation schemes for the probability 
amplitude are shown to affect analysing powers more than they did unpolarized 
cross-sections (Section 5.4). The approximations affect the highly aligned initial 
angular momentum substates much more than the poorly aligned ones. This 
selectivity is not manifest in the unpolarized cross-section, but shows up clearly 
in the analysing powers. Polarization phenomena can thus be regarded as an 
additional test of the theory and a way to probe the reaction mechanism more 
deeply. These calculations provide predictions and encouragement for the design 
of experiments to probe these phenomena in one nucleon knockout reactions.
A question where a good deal of experimental consideration is being applied 
is the study of 7 -ray angular distributions. By calculating the populations of the 
different angular momentum substates of an excited core state after the stripping 
(Section 6.1), 7 -ray angular distributions can be predicted (Section 6.2). Again, 
these populations can be expressed almost analytically for events detected near 
the beam velocity. They agree with previous results based in high energy ap­
proximations (Section 6.3). When the momentum acceptance of the fragments is 
increased, a comparison with experimental data could help to clarify whether the 
asymmetry features of the TC model are exaggerated, underestimated or correct. 
Furthermore, this question is one where our polarization predictions could be 
compared to experimental results in the near future.
All of these calculations were repeated when including the neutron-target spin- 
orbit interaction. The interaction chosen has been used before for light nuclei, 
but not for ^Be. To assess the interaction the spin dependent potential was
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used to calculate analysing powers in (n,n) and (p,p) scattering on ^Be (Section
3.5); with satisfactory results. This potential was inserted in the neutron-target 
interaction. The changes on both the polarized and unpolarized cross-sections, 
analysing powers and core substate populations were found to  be small, much 
smaller than the sensitivities to the approximations to the reaction mechanism, 
IS'ctl^  and Vnty discussed above.
The problems tha t should be addressed in the future include a possible im­
provement of the main assumptions of the TC model. This concerns the semi­
classical approximations for the core motion, whose presence is the nature of the 
model, and also, and perhaps more easily, the assumption of infinite masses. A 
new kinematical framework for nucleon knockout reactions, th a t talces proper ac­
count of the recoil of the core and target, should be established, and the effect of 
this approximation on targets with different masses could be checked. The prob­
lem of how the nucleon separation energy affects the validity of this assumption 
could also help to clarify the limits of validity of the TC model. In addition, the 
comparison of the predictions of the TC model with experimental 7 -ray angular 
distribution will almost certainly be able to be carried out, assessing the utility 
of this spin observable when studying spectroscopy of exotic nuclei.
A ppendix A
D erivation of the am plitude
In this Appendix the derivation of the probability amplitude eq. 2.52 is carried 
out in a slightly different way from that of reference [21]. The integral to be solved 
is
-byx 
'O O  " 7 æ
where
poo p h  _
5 = /  (A.l)
J  —'C /O'
^1/) ^1 \ 
f"'   f  ^ 7æ > 5 ^2  \
- " - I  i j f  >■
Hence the Legendre polynomials depend on k i/^ i  and /C2/ 7 /, but not on ky. Eq. 
A .l can be written as
I x
where
J —oo 'Yv
(ll — TTli)!
\  (^1 +  \  
and since =  (cos sin 0 )”^ , we can write
"oo p—07x
(I2  — m 2)! h k  / A  g \
/oo e ~dky------------ (C O S(/> l(/C y) +  2 S in ( ^ l ( /G y ) ) '" '-00 7a;
X  (cos</»2 ( fe y )  — i sin ( p l { k y ) ) ' ^ ^ , (A.4)
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where
c o s ( p i [ k y )  = cos 0 2 1 %) = y'fcj _ ,y 2 in n '
Therefore
sinÿi(L ,) =  sin 0 2 (fc») = - 7= = =  =  ^  (A.5)
•/*? - ' l l  ^
cos 1 1^ (fcj,) +  i sin (A:») = V
'Yx T  kyCOS 02 (/Cy) — i  sin 0 g ( ^ )  =  — - —-, (A.6 )
and
poo p—inx 1 1
where
^  ~  ^ (^ 1 ,2 , ^ 1,2 ) - ^ ! ,m i ( ^ 1/ 7 z )-^ 2 ,m 2  ( ^ 2 / 7 / )  — ^ i m i  (/^Ij 0)y^ 2m 2('^ 2) 0 ) -  ( ^ - 8 )
A factor (—l)^’^ i is next introduced. Then we can replace 0i by 0i +  tt, and
poo 1 1
5  =  G ( - i r / _ ^ d f c , — — ( - 7 . + f c „ r — (7. +  fc y r-  (a ,9)
The value of 7  ^ =  yJk^ P  ^  is next substituted, resulting in
G , f°° ,,S  = '
or
(7  rooS' = n r O O  g  V y ' /  I-----------  \ 7 7 1 9 — ÎT l lf  dk, ...- r r - ~ ~ [ ^ k l+ n ^  + ky) . (A. 10)o'-OO ^//j2 _ |_ „ 2
Let us now change the variable ky/r] — sinhn 
GS  =  ----  m,+m2 f  d u e ~^ ^ ^ ( c OS h  U P sillh^ m i+ m 2   ^ > . / _ o o   ^ ^/OO ^„g-l»,coshu+u(mj-mi) (A.ll)-OO
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But according to [42], Section 9,6.20,
C  _  ^ / _ 1  f  (by) ~  7  fp COS (m2 -  m i)0
\  ^ sin(m 2 — mi)7T
+ I-m2+mi (M) -  7  lo dôe cos (mi -  7712)^ \i  sin (mi — m 2)7T J
A ppendix B
The M -function
Here the M-fiinction expression is derived following the procedure described 
in reference [6 8 ]. The integral to be calculated is
I  — " 7
Approximating up to first order in kx/r),
I x  = Î?
and
I x l x  =  V 1 I fey +  P7/2 +
Thus
(B.2)
(B.3)
7x7i n^'
and eq. (B.l) becomes
„ fkyk^ + kl + n^ + i j k l  + k^^)/ o o  _^^y^^y ~2 .- o o  7/  y
k y k y  +  ^2 +  +  |(fcy +  k ' y ^ )
7 i
X - k j
(B.4)
(B.5)
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Let us change the variable
X =  k y  — kyy  ( B . 6 )
(B.7)
or
Xky — 2  I (B-8 )
2 a / ?  A  — X
K  -  ^  ■ (B.9)
Now
■~2r]b HTT
i f 0 1 0 0  dæe-W J  dXe~^^Pn(Ai +  BiX'^)Py{Aj  +  BfX^) ,  (B.IO)
where
have been introduced. According to the definition of rj (eq. 2.49), Ai and A f  can 
also be written as
0 ^ 2  0 ^ 2  
A  = l  + ^ ,  A f  = l - - ^ ,  (B.12)
li
as they appear in the literature [25]. And since
r°° 6*i  priW/  d x e - - ^ = 2 j - ^ ,  (B.13)
J —oo V 0
then
g-27j6
I  = 27TM, (B.14)r}b
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where
M = - P  r  dXe-^"Pn{Ai +  BiX^)Pi,(Af  +  BfX^) .  (B.15)
yTT J —oo
This is the M-function used in the literature [6 8 , 25]. Only the term l / 7 æ7 i 
has been expanded, therefore this approach is not equivalent to any order in the 
expansion of the Bessel function. A modified version of it could be obtained by 
replacing eq. B.4 by
(»■«»
leading to
Mm = 2 = r  d x e - ^  r  dX e-^"P n(A i + B iX ^)P ,A A f + Bf X^ )yTT J —oo J —oo
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